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The elections for LUCC were held on Monday, April 25; the turnout 
was paltry at best. In fact, someone said, that if each of the two can­
didates—there were only two candidates, Bill Thorman, President, and 
Jeff Bartzen, Vice-President—has each voted for themselves, they would 
have caused a landslide. While this might be stretching things a wee bit, 
it does appear that the interest of the Lawrence community in the elec­
tion of their leaders, is minimal.
One could cite several reasons for this decline in voter turnout: past 
inefficacy of LUCC in matters concerning the student body, mis­
management of pre-electoral procedure, (no one knew about the upcoming 
elections, least of all the person in charge) and, of course, the old standby, 
apathy. It would be simplistic and cheap to select one of the above as the 
sole cause of the malaise confronting student government at Lawrence. 
Rather, it is a confluence of these factors and others.
Lawrence University Community Council was created to give the 
students a system and a means with which to voice their grievances; cam­
pus policy was not a diktat which floated down from above, we had a say. 
However, as the saying goes, “the times they are a changin”. One once 
vital system of student government has turned into a vast, self-serving 
beauracracy, one which operates in a vacuum. The myriad committees 
and sub-committees delegating and deliberating about the policy of the 
University lack real meat and substance. This term LUCC did not meet 
until fifth week, there must not have been any scalding issues on the 
burner. If the student body is not concerned enough to present matters to 
LUCC, it is difficult and somewhat hypocritical to expect the Council’s 
members to exert any serious energy for a stillborn cause. On the other 
hand, searching for issues, regardless of their import, in an attempt to 
make the Council appear dedicated, is not the way to put guts back in the 
system either; as is suggested later, life can be better, and it is time for 
decisions.
If we want a voice in the future of our University, then let us say so. 
If we prefer to sit, dormant, and bitch in retrospect, that option is 
available; but students cannot have both. Participation in student 
government and other noted extracurricular activities looks wonderful on 
a resume, but looks are deceiving. It is beginning to sound staid, redun­
dant and even dogmatic, but if one doesn’t care now, why should that 
change later?
Fillet of Trout...................................................................... Hans Weickel
Rainbow Trout........................................................................Ann Binder
Kilgore Trout..........................................................................John Duffey
Baked Trout........................................................................... James Olski
Broiled Trout.................................................................... Brigid Pajunen
Brooke Trout............................................... Lynn Frieberg, Lavay Heinz
Sunny Trout................................................. Leslie Schwartz, Ron Curtis
Schooled Trout.....................Jennifer Barnett, David King, Bob Uecker,
Otis and me, Amy Pagel, Sterling Whitfield, Stacey Schmeidel, 
Laurie Hovell, David Pickus, Douglas Child, Tod Olson,
Cindy Johnson
Th« Lawrentian is a student-run publication of Lawrence University. Content is solely 
determined by the editors, and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of University 
faculty and Administration. Letters to the Editor are encouraged, but they must be 
signed as evidence of good faith. The staff reserves the right to edit letters and to honor 
requesta that the writers name not be disclosed. Letters to the editor seldom reflect the 
opinion of the editors.
Requiem?
words on this page, I read the newspaper 
what an age 
methods of madness, extreme inanity 
appears to be perpetual insanity
lungs belching smoke, smoke from the fire 
it burned last week, nobody came 
prometheus unbound, what a shame
statesman deliberated, politicians squawked 
it was never meant to be, we are shocked! 
but in the netherworld, someone laughed 
wry and sinister, reveling in the aftermath 
the chief sat in the bunker, forecasted 
the economic future need be protracted 
we must look ahead, chinup and smile
after all, we’re underground, at least a mile
on the surface the animals fed
on carcasses roasting, had they not fled 
civilization devoured, hypocrisy deflowered
man as beast, feeding on man 
was this not part of the plan 
they never told us, we never knew
we had been packaged, thermonuclear stew
The natural of our enemy
by Ann Binder
One of the most popular languages 
spoken by those who study the Strategic 
Arms Limitations Talks is that of 
“game theory.” Negotiators are the 
players in games of poker, say, or chess. 
Nuclear Weapons are the pieces, nation­
states the game-boards. But one fun­
damental fact that cannot be pushed out 
of mind is that human beings are af­
fected, for good or ill, by the outcome of 
the "game.” One hopes for a draw.
In our President’s worldview, as ex­
pressed by one U.S. Congressman, the 
Soviet Union is Darth Vadar, and we are 
Luke Skywalker. The Soviets are the 
source of evil in the world today and, by 
implication, communism is hell-on-earth. 
We cannot and must not trust the Rus­
sians. In a crisis situation, to operate on 
the basis of this view would be to at­
tempt to “destroy the stronghold of 
evil,” “get them before they get us,” or 
simply, “eradicate the & *% !*$ ’s. 
Reagan no longer believes in “mutual 
assured destruction” as a peacekeeping 
tenet, as evidenced by his speech of 
March 24. He believes we can win at this 
game. Forget about a draw. We play for 
keeps.
The strategic implications of this view 
are, quite frankly, frightening. But 
they might just as well be encouraging. 
As we continue to think in terms of 
“strategic implications,” to strive for 
strategic advantage, to calculate 
marginal utility of one strategy over 
another, we cease to think in terms of a 
solution to the problem of the Cold War, 
and concentrate instead on maximizing 
our advantages within the problem 
itself. The Soviets, quite simply, are peo­
ple too. Ideologies might survive a 
nuclear holocaust. People will die.
In light of this fact, it is important 
that we move beyond the problem and 
our attempts to quantify and qualify 
Soviet weaponry and strategic forces, 
and attempt to gain an understanding of 
the Soviets in human form, as shaped by 
their adaptation of communist ideology, 
but never as symbols of our view of 
"Communism.” A notable step in this 
direction will be taken tomorrow on the 
Lawrence campus as part of a nation­
wide effort launched by Ground Zero, a 
national pro-freeze coalition, to educate 
citizens about nuclear armaments and 
nuclear warfare. The program tomorrow 
will be an attempt to show how the Rus­
sians view the West and the threat of 
nuclear war. According to sponsors of 
the session, the futures of the U.S. and 
the Soviet Union "are inextricably link­
ed by our nuclear arsenals. For this 
reason, no effective planning for the 
future can occur without considering the 
question: What about the Russians?”
Both the student body and the public 
are invited to the session, which will 
take place in Harper Hall. The program 
promises to be well-worthy of participa­
tion. A nuclear-crisis simulation game 
called “Firebreaks” will be played from 
9:30 until noon. Each player in the game 
will be a high-level advisor to one of the 
two superpowers. “ In the opening
scenes,” explains G round Zero 
spokesman Ellis Woodward, “a crisis 
develops in Nicaragua, and a Solidarity­
like union protest occurs in East Ger­
many. With Soviet MIGs on the way to 
Nicaragua, the advisers for both the 
American and the Soviet teams must 
decide how to defuse the situation, and 
prepare for a possible nuclear confronta­
tion with the other side.”
The historical background of the 
Soviet Union and of relations between 
the Soviet Union and the United States 
will be reviewed by Michael Hittle, dean 
of the university faculty and associate 
Professor of history, at 1:15 p.m. Pro­
fessor of government Mojmir Povolny 
will then present a political scientist’s 
view of U.S.-Soviet relations; more 
specifically, “Whither Andropov—and 
Nuclear Armament?” At 3 p.m., a 
videotape of a program entitled 
“Nuclear War: The Incurable Disease” 
will be shown. The program was a live 
broadcast in Moscow of a meeting of 
U.S. and Soviet physicians, members of 
International Physicians for the Preven­
tion of Nuclear War, and was seen by ap­
proximately 100 million Soviet T.V. 
viewers. Impressions of the Soviet 
Union “gleaned from an Eastern Euro­
pean Field Trip” will be given at 3:30 
p.m. by Richard Yatzeck, assistant pro­
fessor of Slavic languages, and 
Lawrence seniors Emily Copeland and 
David Hoffman. All three were in the 
Soviet Union for five weeks in the sum­
mer of 1981 as part of Lawrence’s 
Eastern European field trip.
The session was organized by Robert 
M. Rosenberg, professor of Chemistry at 
Lawrence, and is co-sponsored by Ar­
maments Awareness, Inc., of Fox 
Valley, the Ecumenical Coordinating 
Committee, Public Policy Colloquium, 
and the Council for Social Concern.
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Latin American peasants confront capitalist system
by Douglas Child
On Friday and Saturday, April 22 and
23, the Society for Economic An­
thropology held its third annual meeting 
on the Iowa City campus of the Univer­
sity of Iowa. The papers presented dealt, 
for the most part, with issues surroun­
ding the strategies agricultural 
households employ in determining their 
productive behavior. Several papers 
stood above the rest for the power of 
their conceptual framework and the 
breadth of their scope. Included in this 
group was a paper presented by Alain de 
Janvry, professor of research and 
agricultural economics at the University 
of California, Berkeley, entitled “Pat­
terns of P ro le tarian iza tion  in 
Agriculture: An International Com­
parison,” the paper attempted to ex­
plain a variety of aspects of agricultural 
production strategies. But unlike most 
of the other papers, de Janvry described 
how these strategies fit into and are 
molded by the broader political 
economy. Further, de Janvry analyzed 
these strategies in terms of the logic of 
capitalist economy. It was these two 
points which set his and several similar 
papers above the others.
The argument de Janvry presented 
followed closely the themes developed in 
his recent book, The Agrarian Question 
and Reformism in Latin America (Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1981). I have 
taken the liberty of weaving themes in 
the book with those in his paper in an at­
tempt to avoid detailed exposition and 
enhance popular interest.
According to de Janvry  the 
agricultural sectors of many Latin 
American countries are characterized by 
several key facts. First, the distribution 
of land ownership is highly skewed. Se­
cond, the ratio of cultivated land to 
potential crop land is much lower on the 
larger estates than on the smaller farms. 
Third, the production of wage foods, 
foods consumed by peasants and 
landless laborers, tends to stagnate, 
while the production of luxury foods and 
export crops tends to expand. And 
fourth, production on large estates tends 
to be mechanized to a much greater ex­
tent than production on small farms.
The economic policies pursued by 
many Third World governments en­
courage these developments. Property 
tax rates discriminate against small 
land holders. Wage food prices are con­
trolled, thus discouraging their produc­
tion. Finally, the benefits from “institu­
tional rents’’ acrue almost exclusively to 
the owners of large estates. Here “in­
stitutional rents” refers to publicly 
funded services for agricultural pro­
ducers such as subsidized credit, public­
ly funded technological development, 
and information services.
The power of de Janvry’s conceptual
by Tod Olson
Land reform advances in El Salvador; 
Peasants still landless in El Salvador; 
Salvadoran human rights record im­
proves; Four nuns found murdered in El 
Salvador; F ighting wanes in El 
Salvador; Salvadoran guerrillas ad­
vance. When headlines like these can be 
found in the same newspaper, even on 
the same day, it’s no wonder people drop 
the New York Times in confusion and 
reach for People magazine. But condi­
tions in Central America, now more than 
ever, have great potential for disrupting 
the quiet reading of anything in U.S. 
homes.
Ronald Reagan is expending alot of ef­
fort to convince Congress that it should 
spend an additional $110 million on 
military aid to El Salvador. He also 
wishes to send over 50 more military 
“advisers” to the area, coming perilous­
ly close to collapsing the distinction bet­
ween advice and force, and, more impor­
tantly, between advisers and troops. In
1981, “advisers” in El Salvador were 
awarded combat pay by the Defense 
Department, signifying not only the 
danger that they as individuals faced, 
but also the threat of further involve­
ment. A greater U.S. presence in El 
Salvador merely increases the odds that
framework lies in his approach to syn­
thesizing diverse facts such as those 
outlined above. Beginning with a 
description of economic conditions and 
policies which promote those conditions, 
de Janvry then proceeds to derive the 
distribution of political power by analyz­
ing the economic interest which tire serv­
ed by those policies. But in order to 
understand how these economic in­
terests are served one must understand 
how conditions of profitability are main­
tained, i.e. the logic of capitalist 
economy.
This logic revolves in part around the 
need for cheap labor (which results from 
the competitive nature of capitalist 
economy). To this end large estate 
owners take land out of production 
(hence low ratios of cultivated to poten­
tial crop land). Peasants are thus forced 
to cultivate the remaining arable land in­
tensively. But peasant harvest yields 
derived from such small plots, combined 
with discriminatory property tax rates, 
hold peasant incomes below the sub­
sistence level. Thus peasants are forced 
to seek wage income by selling their 
labor power to large estate owners. Pea­
sant wage labor is thus available at ex­
tremely low wages, wages below even 
the cost of subsistence. Further, unequal
some affront to our national honor will 
occur which will “require” Mr. Reagan 
to send combat troops there in our 
defense. This would probably mean the 
reactivation of the draft, and an unex­
pected military holiday for those of us 
who ar^Viale and born on or after 1960 
(no college deferments this time around).
Nicaragua presents a situation no less 
dangerous. Overwhelming evidence 
points to CIA support and direction of 
efforts of formerly-deposed Somozan 
National Guardsmen to overthrow the 
Sandinista government. Not only is this 
expressly prohibited by a recent rider in 
the 1983 defense appropriations bill, but 
it is dangerous to our national security. 
It could easily provoke an attack by the 
threatened Nicaraguan regime on 
neighboring Honduras, the country in 
which the CIA-supported forces are bas­
ed. Here again, the U.S. could very likely 
be obliged to intervene.
Whether Mr. Reagan is looking for ex­
cuses to intervene directly in Central 
America, it’s hard to say, but he may 
soon find himself with plenty of them.
Reagan justifies his policies by por­
traying the conflicts in Central America 
as ideological struggles between East 
and West. Our role is to protect "free” 
countries from insurgents who he claims
access to technology reduces labor costs 
for mechanized producers and reduces 
labor demand, thus maintaining condi­
tions of apparent labor surplus. In de 
Janvry’s terminology peasants become 
“semi-proletarianized” - they control 
limited means of production but must 
also sell their labor power to large estate 
owners.
High rates of population growth en­
sure a steady supply of cheap labor. In 
contrast to the prevalent popular ex­
planation, de Janvry argues that rapid 
population growth is a result, not a 
cause, of absolute poverty. Living on the 
fringes of subsistence, peasants struggle 
to farm as intensively as possible. Thus 
peasants have an intense need to control 
productive assets. While the costs of 
other assets is prohibitive, family (child) 
labor can be exploited to such a degree 
that it (family labor) will produce more 
than its subsistence requirements, thus 
improving the well-being of the family 
as a whole. Therefore high rates of 
population growth represent a rational 
response to extreme poverty.
Essentially, then, an analysis of 
agricultural conditions and policies 
allows de Janvry to derive the distribu­
tion of political power and to unders­
tand, in terms of the logic of capitalist
are direct arms of the Soviet Union and 
Cuba. Some of his opponents recognize 
indigenous causes of conflict in the 
region, but newspapers often present 
the argument in the form of a political 
polemic without much intellectual con­
tent.
Even when we do reach beyond the 
papers to more rigorous analyses of the 
Central American problem, the facts are 
ambiguous, and lead us through books 
and articles which fail to provide us with 
answers to our questions. Moreover, we 
as (self-styled) intellectuals, tend to 
abstract to the point where we forget the 
human context of political concerns.
These are all reasons why we should 
put down our New York Times and our 
People magazine and come hear three 
Central American refugees tell of their 
experiences. Antonio was a plumber in 
El Salvador, an officer in the Municipal 
Water Works Union, who fled when 
some of his fellow workers were killed 
and his life threatened. Benjamin, also 
an El Salvadoran, left when he was 
drafted by the Army. Jorge, a camesino 
from Guatemala, escaped after his 
father disappeared. They will speak in 
Youngchild 161 on Wednesday, 7:30 
p.m.
economy, how and why this political 
power is exercised. In The Agrarian 
Question he develops these themes 
much further by describing the political 
and economic roles of urban as well as 
rural capitalists and laborers. Anyone 
interested should consult the Mudd's 
copy of this major work.
This framework also shows promise 
for analysing the causes of revolution in 
Latin America, particularly in Central 
America. In contrast to what our 
political leaders would like us to believe, 
I maintain that revolutions don’t just 
spring up wherever the Russians in­
tervene. While rigorous analysis is dif­
ficult to find in the popular media« 
several key facts suggest that absolute 
poverty enforced by undemocratic 
political systems is a fundamental cause 
of revolutionary movements. First, dur­
ing his recent visit to Central America 
the Pope mentioned the need to reform 
“unjust socioeconomic systems.” Se­
cond, to date two U.S. A.I.D. officers 
studying the prospects for land reform 
in El Salvador have been murdered. 
Third, The Agrarian Question includes 
data showing that the ratio of cultivated 
land to potential crop land in Central 
America was 22% in 1974.
Finally, the role of U.S. policy in op­
posing revolutionary movements and 
supporting “ unjust socioeconomic 
systems” needs to be reexamined. In­
dividuals should ask themselves and 
their elected officials why we as a nation 
insist on opposing movements which 
seek to alleviate the conditions which 
force millions to live (and die) at or below 
subsistence levels. Does the fear of op­
posing ideologies justify our support for 
repressive foreign governments? Is this 
fear well founded? Do we value 
ideological commitment and economic 
opportunity above human life? The time 
to examine the possibilities for a more 
humanistic U.S. foreign policy is long 
overdue.
Rosenberg studies subunit interactions
Lawrence University has received 
word of a $13,000 grant from the 
Research Corporation to support 
research by Professor of Chemistry 
Robert M. Rosenberg.
The grant will enable Rosenberg to 
continue his study into the subunit in­
teractions of the enzyme glutamate 
decarboxylase.
The enzyme molecule, according to 
Rosenberg, consists of six identical 
subunits, with an active site in each 
subunit. Rosenberg is trying to isolate 
the subunits to compare their action in­
dividually with the action of the enzyme 
as a whole.
He seeks to understand whether there 
is a functional advantage to the linkage
of the six subunits as opposed to a single 
subunit.
Over the two-year period of the grant 
Rosenberg will be assisted on the pro­
ject by Lawrence students. His assis­
tant this year is junior chemistry major 
Donald Land, of Waukesha.
Rosenberg holds the Robert McMillan 
Chair in Chemistry. He earned his Ph.D. 
degree in physical chemistry from Nor­
thwestern University and has taught at 
Lawrence since 1956. He is the co-author 
of several textbooks and has had articles 
published in professional journals.
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Hamburger is not chopped steak
M. -B- and I pledge my supf
“Every man, woman and child compell­
ed to consume so much a year. In  the in­
terests o f industry. ”
Aldous Huxley; Brave New World
Ours is the age of the whiter, brighter 
and more beautiful life; a life devoid of 
such staggering problems as ‘‘ring 
around the collar”, "spotty glasses” or 
underarm stains. It is an age of rampant 
consumption of products, values and 
human beings. The advertising industry 
bombards the senses with the latest in­
novations from the industrial realm, 
without which our life on the planet is 
apparently meaningless; we need these 
things in order to give value to our 
otherwise banal existence.
Watching the relentless barrage of 
commercials oozing out of the tele­
screen allows one to appreciate the truth 
of our advertising gurus. It also 
demonstrates the psychological 
perspicacity employed to create a com­
mercial in synch with the product and 
the times. Here are two examples of this 
golden age of consumerism and commer­
cialism; you may have seen them before, 
nevertheless I include a brief summary 
of each.
The first is a charming ad for A1 
Steak Sauce, in which we find an irate 
c itizen—and why shou ldn ’t he 
be—badgering a waitress to bring him 
his elixir of life, so that he might apply it 
to his hamburger. The man, having 
received his nectar, begins an explana­
tion, in Socratic format, showing the im­
perative of A1 and hamburger. "After 
all what’s a hamburger? It ’s not chop­
ped ham, it’s chopped steak.” The 
brilliance and quick-wittedness of this 
veritable philosopher king continues, 
"...and you put A1 on steak, so why not 
put it on your hamburger.” The logic 
and acumen of this carnivore leaves me
speechless: hamburger is chopped steak. 
A1 is a steak sauce, ergo, A1 belongs in 
hamburger. I settle back in my chair to 
allow the full impact of this truth to 
penetrate the core of my being.
The second example, an ad for Right 
Guard Deodorant, is another marvel of 
Madison Avenue ingenuity. The ad 
begins with an authoritarian voice 
shouting, "Put up your arms America!” 
Instantly thousands of arms across the 
nation fly up, apparently in a state of 
mass surrender. I am relieved to see this 
is not the case; they are presenting their 
underarms for our perusal. I am 
delighted that they are all dry and stain- 
free, since nothing is more abhorrent
than a stained and malodrous armpit 
thrust into your kitchen at dinner time. 
The authoritarian voice informs me 
about the "agents and wetness fighters’’ 
contained in this remarkable new pro­
duct destined to wage the savage and 
brutal war of the underarm. They kill 
odors dead. In my mind’s eye I see 
multitudes of tiny, microscopic com­
mandoes being launched from an aerosol 
can and dropped into the teeming 
hairiness to prosecute the bitter battle. 
Finally I am treated to an aerial shot of 
the Statue of Liberty, holding aloft the 
torch of justice. Saints be praised, the 
Good Lady's tunic is dry and stain-free! 
A -wave of patriotism sweeps over me
port in this
perpetual conflict.
These two choice morsels are wonder 
ful examples of our consumptive society 
and the advertising industry’s commit­
ment to perpetuating this consumption; 
both are disgusting. The philosopher in 
the A1 commercial fails to mention 
several things. First of all, hamburger, 
while not chopped ham, is not chopped 
steak hamburger is composed of the less 
choice cuts of meat and often contains 
grisel and fat, but it is cheaper than 
steak. Therefore since A1 is a steak 
sauce, and not many can afford steak, 
due to its staggering price, we tell them 
that their readily affordable hamburger 
is actually steak, causing them to buy 
A l.
The second ad is a disgusting and 
denigrating piece of film. Our symbol of 
liberty and freedom, a symbol which 
once meant salvation from poverty, 
persecution and deprevation, is now the 
mark of dryness. Perhaps our once- 
acclaimed values of life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness are no longer 
significant, while maintaining a dryness 
of the nation’s underarm is. The giants 
of our ad industry seem to think so and 
would like us to share that belief.
All these things which we should buy 
in order to enhance the quality of our 
lives, what is their value, and what price 
do we pay for them? Will the age of the 
whiter and brighter, the chic and 
slender, the 1 calorie world result in us 
becoming Eliot’s fabled "Hollow men”? 
True, we will have the shiniest teeth, the 
most slender figures, and the most 
serene and carefree life; but will you or I 
want to live this life? Will we even call it 
life, or merely existence, in the purest 
material sense? "America’s leaning on 
pork...”
—HANS WEICKEL
Cans! More Cans!
man I met in the park is a mini­
capitalist, shunning help from the
by Dave King 
Through the cold night he paced, 
walking briskly from find to find, an out­
sider. With the black bag of his profes­
sion grasped sternly so as to avoid 
detection, he stops by the side of the 
road and the search begins. By day he 
works in one of the city’s clothing 
stores, but as his neighbors sleep, he 
probes and listens for a disregarded 
source of income—the aluminum can.
I had seen him before, but I could not 
be sure, running home from City Park. 
From my window I had watched him as 
he, unaware of my eyes, sternly in­
spected by neighbors’ trash. It struck 
me strangely that a man would act so 
kindly towards trash, always handling 
the barrels with noiseless respect.
Then, quite unexpectedly, we met, 
thrust face to face, on a cold Thursday 
morning. We stared for awhile, not a 
long while, and moved our separate 
ways, but a few minutes later, we were 
togther again, this time quite expected­
ly; he wanted to talk, and I needed to 
listen. It would not have been right to 
talk about the weather, the thin super­
ficial guise that we all know was not 
there.
" I jog too,” he began. "From one 
house to another, and don’t think I ’m a 
garbage-picker either. I help recycle 
things.” “OK sure, you recycle things. 
But why? Don’t you have a job, or is this 
just for fun and profit?” My questions 
sounded stupid, even to me, but we talk­
ed nonetheless.*
"Sure I have a job, but it’s hardly 
enough to keep going on, and I wouldn’t 
really think about going on welfare. I d 
rather do this all the time than go on 
welfare.”
I chose my words carefully, but they 
did not come out right. "Well, I guess 
that’s admirable."
" I do pretty well at this. I mean, it 
helps, a lot. People are always throwing 
out old beer and soda cans. It ’s a waste, 
and anyway I do pretty well at this.” 
He went on from there to talk about 
his night-time profession, always going
out a night before the trash is picked up, 
he can collect as much as eighty pounds 
of aluminum in a single night. Cashed in 
at Coenen's Meat Market that adds up 
to almost $20.00.
"You know,” he said, " I ’m not the on­
ly one; there are five or six of us that I 
know of. We run into each other at 
Coenen’s now and then. This guy, the 
old one on the tricycle, he says he can 
get $90.00 in a night. At least that’s 
what he says anyway.”
I might have mumbled something 
about the joys of a trickle-down 
economy, and in a short time he was 
gone. The night, now suddenly quiet, 
seemed empty again and I ran on back 
to campus toward the warm yellow 
lights that make Main Hall seem so 
clean.
There is something inside of me that 
wants to put such experiences into a 
neat little formula that would be easy 
both to believe and to remember. And 
the next time I might find myself face to 
face with one of his kind, I would pull 
out that little formula and feel more 
secure, more confident, and more com­
fortable.
Beggars, so some say, are as natural a 
part of society as workers of the oldest 
profession. Both live off certain excesses 
that are somehow inherent in human 
nature, and to an extent, I suspect this 
is true. Society has an array of con­
stants, usually difficult to pinpoint and 
define, that show up throughout history. 
There have always been poor, and, we 
are told, there always will be.
Still others tell me that the can-man is 
little more than a victim of history and 
society, not a natural part of the two. A 
proper society and a new concept of 
history, so some say. will have the 
potential to make beggars obsolete; this 
victim is only a symptom of a flaw that 
goes to the very fabric of society.
Certainly, the can-man is an evolved 
beggar adapting to new challenges and 
situations, but that does not necessarily 
fill him with an overarching con­
sciousness to fight against society. The
government and dreaming of success for 
his children.
The can-man is a modified beggar, a 
‘recycler' finding hope in our throw­
away society.
Perhaps there will always be poor, if 
not in our neighborhood, certainly in the 
next. And perhaps the conditions that 
make the existence of the poor a cons­
tant are inherent not in human nature 
but in the realization of human nature in
society and in government. Yes, only 
and always perhaps.
One day you will be jogging along hap­
py and content and suddenly come face 
to face with what is and always has been 
right around the corner. Today we spend 
well and sleep deep because we are not 
poor. V\ e eat well and sleep deep because 
we are well-fed. We read well and sleep 
deep because we (so some say) are well- 
educated. So sleep well and sleep deep, 
>ut the can-man may be just outside 
your window.
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by Stacey Schmeidel
The next two weeks appear to be the eye in the storm of third term activity in 
the con. A mere four recitals appear on the calendar during the next two weeks.
The first of these is the long-awaited much-anticipated, greatly-pxpected faculty 
recital of Lawrence alumnus Trilla Ray, to be held this Sunday, May 1, at 3:00 in 
Harper Hall. Trilla will perform works by two of the three B ’s; the program will 
feature Bach's Suite No. 3 in C Major for solo cello and the Beethoven Sonata in G 
for cello and piano. Ms. Ray will be assisted in this work by the third of the three 
B ’s—everyone’s favorite music history teacher—Bob Below. This is sure to be an en­
joyable and well-attended recital—get to Harper Hall early for good seats.
And be sure to attend next Thursday’s recital featuring those two famous 
femme fatalalles Wendy Skola and Catherine Walters. You saw Catherine in 
L ’Aerostat—she’s a voice major and her program was unavailable at press time. 
Wendy, on the other hand, is an oboist from the studio of the inimitable Howard 
Niblock, and her program is available and detailed. Accompanied by Connie 
Grabow, Ms. Skola will first perform Haydn’s Concerto for Oboe and Piano. Lindsey 
“The Man Outside" Robb will then assist Ms. Skola in her performance of Jean 
Sibellius’ Swan of Tuonela. Finally, Ms. Skola—assisted by oboist Katy Hopkins, 
bassoonist Craig Cowley, english horn player John Perkins, and snare drummer Ted 
Schievelbien, will perform Lully’s Marches, Batteries et Sonneries. Don’t miss this 
outstanding recital next Thursday at 8:30 in Harper Hall.
The gorgeous young woman whose picture you’ve all received in the mail is 
pianist Cecile Licad, the final performer in the year’s Artist Series. Tickets for next 
Friday’s performance are available at the Lawrence Box Office. If you’re interested 
in more than her photo, see the accompanying article for details of her program.
Last, but certainly not least in this week’s newsworthy events is the recital of 
trumpeter John Schmidtke and baritone Jay Kellner to be presented Wednesday, 
May 11, at 8:30 in Harper Hall. John's program was unavailable at press time, but 
Jay promises to present a German set by 19 th century master of “Wallpaper Com­
position,’’ Robert Schumann, two French pieces by Francis Pouleuc, a refreshing set 
of English folk songs and Pilgrim’s Song by Peter Tchiakovsky. Jay will be assisted 
in his endeavors by Linda Suhling and Dave Lornson. Be there to support these 
soon-to-be-famous artists.
SEAFOOD
e LAKE PERCH ePIKE 
e HADDOCK .SCALLOPS 
«SHRIMP e FROG LEGS 
• LOBSTER TAIL
•  CHICKEN
•  BAR B-O-RIBS «SELECTSTEAKS
Now Serving 7 Nights a Week 
Continuous from 11 a.m. until Closing. Sat. 5-10 30
201 S. Walnut St.
(on the comer of Walnut and Lawrence) 
DOWNTOWN APPLETON
C (on the ( 
1% K 0 0 0
GREAT FISH ANYTIME
— Phone 734-9204 J r
and  Esther’s
by Jennifer Barnett
For many of us, D.B.’s has become a 
part of the Lawrence community, a part 
of the “grind it out and blow it off” 
tradition that some say characterizes 
academic life here. On November 1,
1982, the bar acquired a new set of 
owners; the Lawrence community, two 
new members. An interview was in 
order.
I was not sure, when I set out to do the 
thing, whether I would be capable of 
drawing out the true personalities of the 
new owners. I had very little experience 
with the working class—my family is, I 
admit, rather bourgeois. But I felt it was 
my duty to discover the nature of the 
people and type of life from which my 
family environment had alienated me.
I entered the dark and unknown realm 
of the bar. My hands shook and my 
voice broke as I bummed a cigarette 
from a friend enjoying the ambiance of 
the place. Pat, Esther and I exchanged 
pleasantries:familiar enough ter­
rain—and the interview began. From the 
start I sensed a bit of anxiety in Pat’s 
mood. The Lawrentian had published a 
negative review of D.B.’s some time ago. 
The tape recorder did look a bit menac­
ing. And the feeling was mutual.
As Pat tended bar, Esther and I began 
the slow process of getting to know each 
other. I found her to be not at all rough 
or harsh. In fact, many people, both 
Lawrentians and members of the greater 
Appleton community, have become 
Esther’s “children.” In the small 
grocery store that she and Pat used to 
own, many teenagers used to come to 
see her to find the advice and support 
that they could not find at home. If they 
turned to her for nothing else, they came 
simply for a friendly ear. “They ’re in col­
lege now and they still come to see me, 
Esther says. “They call me ‘mom,’ and 
they’re my kids.” Today Esther is still 
accummulating kids from the Lawrence 
community. Her advice ranges from 
good excuses to simple homespun com­
ments on the most effective way of deal­
ing with parents—“Go and talk to them. 
They aren’t really so bad.”
Esther is one of the reasons that peo­
ple keep coming back to D.B.’s. She has 
expanded her tradition to include the 
regular customers who are looking for a 
kind face to see across the bar from 
them. Esther did not anticipate,
and “Pat and Esther’s” have been sug­
gested. At this point, I felt that The 
Lawrentian might be able to help. I sug­
gested a contest among the Lawrence 
students for a new name. The winning 
entry, as selected by the new owners, 
would receive a free pitcher of beer. Pat 
and Esther heartily agreed.
Perhaps it was this interest that I 
showed in the well-being of D.B.’s that 
caused Pat to open up a little more. I 
turned the menacing tape recorder off 
and Pat came around the bar to sit next 
to me. The conversation moved, as many 
do here on campus, to politics and war. I 
found that both Pat and I were question­
ing and looking similarly at the idea of 
aggression. We understood each other 
very well in that last half hour, 
something that I had not anticipated as 
we started the interview. Pat does not 
need a professor or a text book to arouse 
his interest in the world that we study 
here. Appleton has not confined Esther 
and Pat in their growth as human be­
ings. I wonder now whether one really 
needs a place like Lawrence to make it in 
life. My questions on the status of man 
have not yet been answered, but I 
understand another aspect of it a little 
better. The world is not going to be a 
petrified forest without higher educa­
tion, and if I ever begin to return to that 
view, all 1 need to do is walk across the 
street and visit DeBruin’s.
Richman gets grant
Tap
however, that she would enjoy this 
much contact with people. In fact, when 
she and Pat began to think about buying 
D.B.’s, she told him that he should not 
count on her to tend bar. Now she is hap­
py to serve up beers to those who come 
in. She is very easy-going and well able 
to get along with the people around her. 
The people who come to D.B.’s are also 
friendly, and are not about to pick a 
fight with the stranger next to them. 
More than likely they will be buying 
beers for the new faces in the place.
Much as the place itself is friendly, 
there is a darker side to owning a bar. 
One of the reasons that the patrons are 
there is to consume alcohol. Many times 
this drinking gets out of hand and the 
owners must handle the situation. Here 
Pat reveals a very compassionate side of 
his personality. He explained that it is 
not something that you like to watch 
because it hurts, but that sometimes 
you just don’t let it bother you. Sear­
ching for words, Pat said that drinking 
seems to be an “American way of life.” 
“You see it all your life, and you become 
immune to it,” he said. “ I t ’s that way. 
I t ’s the American tradition in society. I 
might not condone it, but that’s the way 
it is.”
I had had my beers for the evening. 
We moved on to speak of lighter sub­
jects, among them, a new name for the 
place. The reaction of the community 
must be taken into account, but Pat and 
Esther would also like the new name to 
be personal. Names such as “Pat’s Tap”
APPLET ON , W IS .-Law rence 
University will receive $26,050 under 
the University of Wisconsin Sea Grant 
College Program for the first year of a 
two-year research program on the con­
tribution of marshlands to the Green 
Bay food chain.
The research will be conducted by 
Sumner Richman, professor of biology 
at Lawrence, and by Lawrence students. 
The study is expected to provide 
valuable information for greater 
understanding and management of the 
Green Bay fishery. Richman plans to 
begin the study in May.
In his grant proposal, Richman 
pointed out that marshes contribute 
nutrients to adjacent open waters. The 
nutrients are absorbed by life forms that 
are on the lower end of the food chain for 
fish. In Green Bay, they are important 
to perch.
The coastal marshes of southern 
Green Bay cover an area of about 13 
square miles and are more extensive 
than most other regions of the Great 
Lakes. Their potential contributions to 
the food chain may be substantial and 
are unique in the Lake Michigan water­
shed, according to Richman, but their 
importance has not been assessed.
The Lawrence professor’s research
will be aimed at determining the rate of 
exchange of water between the mar­
shland and the bay and the quantities of 
nutrients that flow from the marshland 
into the bay.
Information from the research is ex­
pected to be useful to agencies that are
concerned with developing strategies for 
the protection and enhancement of 
Green Bay. These agencies are the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources, the U.S. Environmental Pro­
tection Agency and the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Great Lakes Basin 
Commission, the city of Green Bay, the 
Fox Valley Water Quality Planning 
Agency, and the Wisconsin Sea Grant 
Program.
\
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Hamburger is not chopped steak
^  M. M . and I pledge my supf
“Every man, woman and child compell­
ed to consume so much a year. In the in­
terests of industry. ”
Aldous Huxley; Brave New World
Ours is the age of the whiter, brighter 
and more beautiful life; a life devoid of 
such staggering problems as ‘‘ring 
around the collar”, ‘‘spotty glasses” or 
underarm stains. It is an age of rampant 
consumption of products, values and 
human beings. The advertising industry 
bombards the senses with the latest in­
novations from the industrial realm, 
without which our life on the planet is 
apparently meaningless; we need these 
things in order to give value to our 
otherwise banal existence.
Watching the relentless barrage of 
commercials oozing out of the tele­
screen allows one to appreciate the truth 
of our advertising gurus. It also 
demonstrates the psychological 
perspicacity employed to create a com­
mercial in synch with the product and 
the times. Here are two examples of this 
golden age of consumerism and commer­
cialism; you may have seen them before, 
nevertheless 1 include a brief summary 
of each.
The first is a charming ad for A1 
Steak Sauce, in which we find an irate 
c itizen—and why shou ldn ’t he 
be—badgering a waitress to bring him 
his elixir of life, so that he might apply it 
to his hamburger. The man, having 
received his nectar, begins an explana­
tion, in Socratic format, showing the im­
perative of A1 and hamburger. ‘‘After 
all what’s a hamburger? It's not chop­
ped ham, it’s chopped steak.” The 
brilliance and quick-wittedness of this 
veritable philosopher king continues, 
“...and you put A1 on steak, so why not 
put it on your hamburger.” The logic 
and acumen of this carnivore leaves me
speechless: hamburger is chopped steak. 
A1 is a steak sauce, ergo, A1 belongs in 
hamburger. I settle back in my chair to 
allow the full impact of this truth to 
penetrate the core of my being.
The second example, an ad for Right 
Guard Deodorant, is another marvel of 
Madison Avenue ingenuity. The ad 
begins with an authoritarian voice 
shouting, “Put up your arms America!” 
Instantly thousands of arms across the 
nation fly up, apparently in a state of 
mass surrender. I am relieved to see this 
is not the case; they are presenting their 
underarms for our perusal. I am 
delighted that they are all dry and stain- 
free, since nothing is more abhorrent
than a stained and malodrous armpit 
thrust into your kitchen at dinner time. 
The authoritarian voice informs me 
about the “agents and wetness fighters” 
contained in this remarkable new pro­
duct destined to wage the savage and 
brutal war of the underarm. They kill 
odors dead. In my mind’s eye I see 
multitudes of tiny, microscopic com­
mandoes being launched from an aerosol 
can and dropped into the teeming 
hairiness to prosecute the bitter battle. 
Finally I am treated to an aerial shot of 
the Statue of Liberty, holding aloft the 
torch of justice. Saints be praised, the 
Good Lady’s tunic is dry and stain-free! 
A wave of patriotism sweeps over me
port in this
perpetual conflict.
These two choice morsels are wonder 
ful examples of our consumptive society 
and the advertising industry ’s commit­
ment to perpetuating this consumption; 
both are disgusting. The philosopher in 
the A1 commercial fails to mention 
several things. First of all, hamburger, 
while not chopped ham, is not chopped 
steak hamburger is composed of the less 
choice cuts of meat and often contains 
grisel and fat, but it is cheaper than 
steak. Therefore since A1 is a steak 
sauce, and not many can afford steak, 
due to its staggering price, we tell them 
that their readily affordable hamburger 
is actually steak, causing them to buy 
Al.
The second ad is a disgusting and 
denigrating piece of film. Our symbol of 
liberty and freedom, a symbol which 
once meant salvation from poverty, 
persecution and deprivation, is now the 
mark of dryness. Perhaps our once- 
acclaimed values of life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness are no longer 
significant, while maintaining a dryness 
of the nation’s underarm is. The giants 
of our ad industry seem to think so and 
would like us to share that belief.
All these things which we should buy 
in order to enhance the quality of our 
lives, what is their value, and what price 
do we pay for them? Will the age of the 
whiter and brighter, the chic and 
slender, the 1 calorie world result in us 
becoming Eliot’s fabled “Hollow men"? 
True, we will have the shiniest teeth, the 
most slender figures, and the most 
serene and carefree life; but will you or I 
want to live this life? Will we even call it 
life, or merely existence, in the purest 
material sense? "America’s leaning on 
pork...”
—HANS WEICKEL
Cans! More Cans!
by Dave King 
Through the cold night he paced, 
walking briskly from find to find, an out­
sider. With the black bag of his profes­
sion grasped sternly so as to avoid 
detection, he stops by the side of the 
road and the search begins. By day he 
works in one of the city’s clothing 
stores, but as his neighbors sleep, he 
probes and listens for a disregarded 
source of income—the aluminum can.
1 had seen him before, but I could not 
be sure, running home from City Park. 
From my window I had watched him as 
he, unaware of my eyes, sternly in­
spected by neighbors’ trash. It struck 
me strangely that a man would act so 
kindly towards trash, always handling 
the barrels with noiseless respect.
Then, quite unexpectedly, we met, 
thrust face to face, on a cold Thursday 
morning. We stared for awhile, not a 
long while, and moved our separate 
ways, but a few minutes later, we were 
togther again, this time quite expected­
ly; he wanted to talk, and 1 needed to 
listen. It would not have been right to 
talk about the weather, the thin super­
ficial guise that we all know was not 
there.
" I jog too,” he began. "From one 
house to another, and don't think I ’m a 
garbage-picker either. I help recycle 
things.” "OK sure, you recycle things. 
But why? Don’t you have a job, or is this 
just for fun and profit?” My questions 
sounded stupid, even to me, but we talk­
ed nonetheless.
"Sure I have a job, but it's hardly 
enough to keep going on, and I wouldn't 
really think about going on welfare. 1 'd 
rather do this all the time than go on 
welfare.”
I chose my words carefully, but they 
did not come out right. “Well. I guess 
that’s admirable.”
“ I do pretty well at this. I mean, it 
helps, a lot. People are always throwing 
out old beer and soda cans. It ’s a waste, 
and anyway I do pretty well at this.” 
He went on from there to talk about 
his night-time profession, always going
out a night before the trash is picked up, 
he can collect as much as eighty pounds 
of aluminum in a single night. Cashed in 
at Coenen's Meat Market that adds up 
to almost $20.00.
“You know,” he said, "I'm  not the on­
ly one; there are five or six of us that I 
know of. We run into each other at 
Coenen’s now and then. This guy, the 
old one on the tricycle, he says he can 
get $90.00 in a night. At least that’s 
what he says anyway.”
I might have mumbled something 
about the joys of a trickle-down 
economy, and in a short time he was 
gone. The night, now suddenly quiet, 
seemed empty again and I ran on back 
to campus toward the warm yellow 
lights that make Main Hall seem so 
clean.
There is something inside of me that 
wants to put such experiences into a 
neat little formula that would be easy 
both to believe and to remember. And 
the next time I might find myself face to 
face with one of his kind, I would pull 
out that little formula and feel more 
secure, more confident, and more com­
fortable.
Beggars, so some say, are as natural a 
part of society as workers of the oldest 
profession. Both live off certain excesses 
that are somehow inherent in human 
nature, and to an extent, I suspect this 
is true. Society has an array of con­
stants, usually difficult to pinpoint and 
define, that show up throughout history. 
There have always been poor, and, we 
are told, there always will be.
Still others tell me that the can-man is 
little more than a victim of history and 
society, not a natural part of the two. A 
proper society and a new concept of 
history, so some say, will have the 
potential to make beggars obsolete; this 
victim is only a symptom of a flaw that 
goes to the very fabric of society.
Certainly, the can-man is an evolved 
beggar adapting to new challenges and 
situations, but that does not necessarily 
fill him with an overarching con­
sciousness to fight against society. The
man I met in the park is a mini­
capitalist, shunning help from the 
government and dreaming of success for 
his children.
The can-man is a modified beggar, a 
‘recycler’ finding hope in our throw­
away society.
Perhaps there will always be poor, if 
not in our neighborhood, certainly in the 
next. And perhaps the conditions that 
make the existence of the poor a cons­
tant are inherent not in human nature 
but in the realization of human nature in
society and in government. Yes, only 
and always perhaps.
One day you will be jogging along hap­
py and content and suddenly come face 
to face with what is and always has been 
right around the corner. Today we spend 
well and sleep deep because we are not 
poor. Y\ e eat well and sleep deep because 
we are well-fed. We read well and sleep 
deep because we (so some say) are well- 
educated. So sleep well and sleep deep, 
but the can-man may be just outside 
your window.
‘I DONT KNOW. 
I NEVER 
NOTICED IT 
BEFORE!’
tj_____
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Tap andEsther’s
by Jennifer Barnett
For many of us, D.B.’s has become a 
part of the Lawrence community, a part 
of the “grind it out and blow it off” 
tradition that some say characterizes 
academic life here. On November 1, 
1982, the bar acquired a new set of 
owners; the Lawrence community, two 
new members. An interview was in 
order.
1 was not sure, when I set out to do the 
thing, whether I would be capable of 
drawing out the true personalities of the 
new owners. I had very little experience 
with the working class—my family is, I 
admit, rather bourgeois. But I felt it was 
my duty to discover the nature of the 
people and type of life from which my 
family environment had alienated me.
I entered the dark and unknown realm 
of the bar. My hands shook and my 
voice broke as I bummed a cigarette 
from a friend enjoying the ambiance of 
the place. Pat, Esther and I exchanged 
pleasantries:familiar enough ter­
rain—and the interview began. From the 
start I sensed a bit of anxiety in Pat’s 
mood. The Lawrentian had published a 
negative review of D.B.’s some time ago. 
The tape recorder did look a bit menac­
ing. And the feeling was mutual.
As Pat tended bar, Esther and I began 
the slow process of getting to know each 
other. I found her to be not at all rough 
or harsh. In fact, many people, both 
Lawrentians and members of the greater 
Appleton community, have become 
Esther’s “children.” In the small 
grocery store that she and Pat used to 
own, many teenagers used to come to 
see her to find the advice and support 
that they could not find at home. If they 
turned to her for nothing else, they came 
simply for a friendly ear. “They 're in col­
lege now and they still come to see me, 
Esther says. “They call me ‘mom, and 
they’re my kids.” Today Esther is still 
accummulating kids from the Lawrence 
community. Her advice ranges from 
good excuses to simple homespun com­
ments on the most effective way of deal­
ing with parents—“Go and talk to them. 
They aren’t really so bad.”
Esther is one of the reasons that peo­
ple keep coming back to D.B.'s. She has 
expanded her tradition to include the 
regular customers who are looking for a 
kind face to see across the bar from 
them. Esther did not anticipate,
however, that she would enjoy this 
much contact with people. In fact, when 
she and Pat began to think about buying 
D.B.’s, she told him that he should not 
count on her to tend bar. Now she is hap­
py to serve up beers to those who come 
in. She is very easy-going and well able 
to get along with the people around her. 
The people who come to D.B.'s are also 
friendly, and are not about to pick a 
fight with the stranger next to them. 
More than likely they will be buying 
beers for the new faces in the place.
(Ennnntattnns
by Stacey Schmeidel
The next two weeks appear to be the eye in the storm of third term activity in 
the con. A mere four recitals appear on the calendar during the next two weeks.
The first of these is the long-awaited much-anticipated, greatly-expected faculty 
recital of Lawrence alumnus Trilla Hay, to be held this Sunday, May 1. at 3:00 in 
Harper Hall. Trilla will perform works by two of the three B’s; the program will 
feature Bach’s Suite No. 3 in C Major for solo cello and the Beethoven Sonata in G 
for cello and piano. Ms. Ray will be assisted in this work by the third of the three 
B's—everyone’s favorite music history teacher—Bob Below. This is sure to be an en­
joyable and well-attended recital—get to Harper Hall early for good seats.
And be sure to attend next Thursday's recital featuring those two famous 
femme fatalalles Wendy Skola and Catherine Walters. You saw Catherine in 
L ’Aerostat—she’s a voice major and her program was unavailable at press time. 
Wendy, on the other hand, is an oboist from the studio of the inimitable Howard 
Niblock, and her program is available and detailed. Accompanied by Connie 
Grabow, Ms. Skola will first perform Haydn’s Concerto for Oboe and Piano. Lindsey 
“The Man Outside’’ Robb will then assist Ms. Skola in her performance of Jean 
Sibellius’ Swan of Tuonela. Finally, Ms. Skola—assisted by oboist Katy Hopkins, 
bassoonist Craig Cowley, english horn player John Perkins, and snare drummer Ted 
Schievelbien, will perform Lully’s Marches, Batteries et Sonneries. Don’t miss this 
outstanding recital next Thursday at 8:30 in Harper Hall.
The gorgeous young woman whose picture you’ve all received in the mail is 
pianist Cecile Licad, the final performer in the year’s Artist Series. Tickets for next 
Friday’s performance are available at the Lawrence Box Office. If you're interested 
in more than her photo, see the accompanying article for details of her program.
Last, but certainly not least in this week’s newsworthy events is the recital of 
trumpeter John Schmidtke and baritone Jay Kellner to be presented Wednesday, 
May 11, at 8:30 in Harper Hall. John’s program was unavailable at press time, but 
Jay promises to present a German set by 19th century master of “Wallpaper Com­
position,” Robert Schumann, two French pieces by Francis Pouleuc, a refreshing set 
of English folk songs and Pilgrim’s Song by Peter Tchiakovsky. Jay will be assisted 
in his endeavors by Linda Suhling and Dave Lornson. Be there to support these 
soon-to*be-famous artists.
I had had my beers for the evening. 
We moved on to speak of lighter sub­
jects, among them, a new name for the 
place. The reaction of the community 
must be taken into account, but Pat and 
Esther would also like the new name to 
be personal. Names such as “Pat’s Tap”
Much as the place itself is friendly, 
there is a darker side to owning a bar. 
One of the reasons that the patrons are 
there is to consume alcohol. Many times 
this drinking gets out of hand and the 
owners must handle the situation. Here 
Pat reveals a very compassionate side of 
his personality. He explained that it is 
not something that you like to watch 
because it hurts, but that sometimes 
you just don’t let it bother you. Sear­
ching for words, Pat said that drinking 
seems to be an “American way of life.” 
“You see it all your life, and you become 
immune to it,” he said. “ I t ’s that way. 
It ’s the American tradition in society. I 
might not condone it, but that's the way 
it is.”
SEAFOOD
• LAKE PERCH *PIKE
• HADDOCK .SCALLOPS
• SHRIMP .FROG LEGS
• LOBSTER TAIL
•  CHICKEN
•  BAR-8-Q-RIBS «SELECTSTEAKS
Now Serving 7 Nights •  Week 
Continuous from 11 a.m. until Closing. S«t 5 10 30
201 S. Walnut St.
(on tha c o rn *  of Walnut and Lawrenc*) 
DOWNTOWN APPLETON
GREAT FISH ANYTIME
-  Phone 734-9204 _  pfojpg 7 3 4 -Q Z 0 4  t
and “Fat and Esther’s” have been sug­
gested. At this point, I felt that The 
Lawrentian might be able to help. I sug­
gested a contest among the Lawrence 
students for a new name. The winning 
entry, as selected by the new owners, 
would receive a free pitcher of beer. Pat 
and Esther heartily agreed.
Perhaps it was this interest that 1 
showed in the well-being of D.B.’s that 
caused Pat to open up a little more. I 
turned the menacing tape recorder off 
and Pat came around the bar to sit next 
to me. The conversation moved, as many 
do here on campus, to politics and war. I 
found that both Pat and I were question­
ing and looking similarly at the idea of 
aggression. We understood each other 
very well in that last half hour, 
something that I had not anticipated as 
we started the interview. Pat does not 
need a professor or a text book to arouse 
his interest in the world that we study 
here. Appleton has not confined Esther 
and Pat in their growth as human be­
ings. I wonder now whether one really 
needs a place like Lawrence to make it in 
life. My questions on the status of man 
have not yet been answered, but I 
understand another aspect of it a little 
better. The world is not going to be a 
petrified forest without higher educa­
tion, and if I ever begin to return to that 
view, all I need to do is walk across the 
street and visit DeBruin’s.
Richman gets grant
APPLET ON , W IS .-Law rence 
University will receive $26,050 under 
the University of Wisconsin Sea Grant 
College Program for the first year of a 
two-year research program on the con­
tribution of marshlands to the Green 
Bay food chain.
The research will be conducted by 
Sumner Richman, professor of biology 
at Lawrence, and by Lawrence students. 
The study is expected to provide 
valuable information for greater 
understanding and management of the 
Green Bay fishery. Richman plans to 
begin the study in May.
In his grant proposal, Richman 
pointed out that marshes contribute 
nutrients to adjacent open waters. The 
nutrients are absorbed by life forms that 
are on the lower end of the food chain for 
fish. In Green Bay, they are important 
to perch.
The coastal marshes of southern 
Green Bay cover an area of about 13 
square miles and are more extensive 
than most other regions of the Great 
Lakes. Their potential contributions to 
the food chain may be substantial and 
are unique in the Lake Michigan water­
shed, according to Richman, but their 
importance has not been assessed.
The Lawrence professor’s research
will be aimed at determining the rate of 
exchange of water between the mar­
shland and the bay and the quantities of 
nutrients that flow from the marshland 
into the bay.
Information from the research is ex­
pected to be useful to agencies that are
concerned with developing strategies for 
the protection and enhancement of 
Green Bay. These agencies are the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources, the U.S. Environmental Pro­
tection Agency and the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Great Lakes Basin 
Commission, the city of Green Bay, the 
Fox Valley Water Quality Planning 
Agency, and the Wisconsin Sea Grant 
Program.
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May 1 : The expropriation of a holiday
by John Duffey
Trucks and horse-drawn carts rumbl­
ed into the square. A streetcar line ran 
directly down the middle of the street, 
bisecting the tangle of men, horses, 
wagons and stands. Ocassionally the 
streetcar would roll past. Its warning bell 
was just another sound, dissolved in the 
noisy solvent of the marketplace. 
Haymarket Square was like the mouth 
of a monster into which sustenance was 
poured. Trucks and carts brought pro­
duce from the countryside, The 
monster, Chicago, was well fed. At the 
market, it fed in broad daylight, for all to 
see. At the same time, it carried on 
another type of feeding, behind closed 
doors, away from prying eyes. Why was 
the monster embarrassed?
On this day, May 4, 1886, the tumult 
of the market had nearly ceased. The 
sun crouched red and low behind the 
settling street dust. But now the dust 
stirred up again. The usual calm of day’s 
end was broken by the presence of a 
crowd of people, perhaps 3000, gather­
ing in the Square. Word was passed 
among them that they had congregated 
in a dangerous place, and they moved 
to a less constricted area on Desplaines 
Street.
The people gathered around a 
wagon, upon which stood a man who 
spoke and gesticulated. His name was 
August Spies, editor of a labor 
newspaper. His story was one of in­
justice. On the previous day. May 3. he 
explained, workers at the McCormick 
Harvesting Machine Company had 
engaged in a peaceful str ke. The strike 
was part of a movement calling for an 
eight hour work day, and protesting re­
cent wage cuts. Mr. Spies himself had 
spoken to the 6000 strikers from the top 
of a railroad car. The unarmed strikers 
then found themselves confronted by 
200 armed policemen, under orders of 
a Captain Bonfield. The Captain and
“The unarmed strikers found 
themsleves confronted 
by 200 armed policemen. ”
his men drove into the unsuspecting 
crowd with club blows and a hail of 
bullets. Two men were killed, both from 
the worker forces. Captain Bonfield was 
a successful strategist and was admired 
by the men in control of Chicago. His 
list of victories and casualties was im­
pressive, as well as his highly publicized 
“shoot to kill” statements and his firm 
stand against foreigners.
Having recounted the events of May 
3, Spies stepped off the platform and 
other speakers succeeded him. They 
each described society’s problems, 
located the source of injustice, and pro­
posed plans of action. A Methodist 
minister named Fielden was the last to 
speak. By now it was dark, and the
crowd had dwindled to 200 people. 
The liberal mayor of Chicago, Carter 
Harrison, having listened to the 
speakers, and satisfied that this time 
there would be no violence, mounted 
his horse and returned to his Ashland 
Avenue mansion. One block away, 
Captain Bonfield and 175 officers 
waited for orders. The mayor ordered 
Bonfield and his men home; the rally 
had been peaceful and the crowd was 
dispersing.
“They drove into the crowd 
with club blows and a 
_______ hail of bullets. ”_______
Most of the workers were German or 
Polish immigrants, or Russians, Italians 
or Jews. They lived in ethnic 
neighborhoods on Potomac and 
Schiller Streets, and along North and 
Bell. The factories brought them 
together and produced a consciousness 
of their similarity. They felt, in common, 
the jaws of the monster which fed 
behind closed doors, be they the doors 
of McCormick, or Crane, or one of the
“The rally had been peaceful; 
the crowd was dispersing. ”
other large Chicago industries.
Now, on this night, May 4, 1886, 
Captain Bonfield was working under 
orders which superceded those of 
Mayor Harrison. After plain-clothed 
spies confirmed that Harrison had gone 
home, Bonfield and his 175 troops mar­
ched on the crowd of 200. When they 
reached the vicinity of the platform, 
several people saw an object the size of 
a baseball arch through the air and land
in the center of the police force. The ob­
ject exploded, immediately killing one 
policeman and removing the leg of 
another.
The absence of light contributed to 
the impact of the scene. Policemen and 
workers ran in all directions. Gun fire 
was so rapid and incessant that some 
feared the Illinois Regiment had brought 
out a Gatling gun. During the five 
minute battle, six of Bonfield's men 
were killed, probably by their own 
bullets. Mathias Lewis, a German 
shoemaker, died three days later of in­
ternal hemorraging caused by a pistol 
ball in his side. Nineteen-year-old 
Charles Schumaker died a similar 
agonizing death one week later. Dozens 
of workers were injured, but their fear of 
arrest prevented them from reporting 
their injuries.
Bonfield and his men marched back 
to the station. The station had a dual 
purpose. Dozens of poor people, 
homeless and near starvation, would 
spend the night there, sleeping on con­
crete cell slabs. Bonfield and his men 
were treated as heroes by the press, 
which was controlled by the in­
dustrialists. R.T. Crane, head of one of 
Chicago’s largest corporations, formed 
a committee which collected enough 
money to erect a Police Monument in 
Haymarket Square.
In 1903, part of the statue was stolen. 
In 1923, a streetcar driver named 
O ’Neil intentionally drove his car into it, 
knocking it off its base. The monument 
was moved in 1928 and again in 1956. 
In 1968 a Vietnam War protester 
covered it in black paint, and in 1969 it 
was blown up by the Weathermen. 
Mayor Daley commissioned a new one 
which was unveiled in 1970 (May 4). 
The new monument was blown up in 
1970. The plan then was to cast about a
“Bonfield's orders superceded 
those of the mayor. ”
dozen monuments in fiberglass and 
replace them as they were blown up. 
Mayor Daley wanted the real material, 
so a new one was built and was guarded 
at an annual cost of $67,440. The new 
monument was placed in the lobby of 
Central Police Headquarters and bears 
the inscription: “ Dedicated to 
Chicago, .to her Defenders in the riot of 
May 4, 1886.”
The Haymarket affair was one in a 
long series of overtly violent confronta­
tions between labor and capital. By the 
1890’s, a tradition had been establish­
ed, based upon historical events, that 
May 1 would be a day recognizing 
labor’s struggle. Labor leaders and 
workers around the world pushed for 
legislation establishing May Day as 
world labor day. May 1 brought with it
connotations of violent struggles in the 
past. It helped bring to workers a sense 
of their own history and a hope for con­
tinued improvement. The mystical ex­
planations for their condition was 
removed. It was not God or some great 
thinker who moved history to its present 
state, but human beings, organized in 
relations of power, struggling for control 
of the material world.
Why, then, one might ask, is labor 
day, in the U.S., in September? In 1894 
President Grover Cleveland launched a 
successful preemptive attack on the 
workers who were calling for the inter­
national May Day holiday, by proclaim­
ing the first Monday in September as 
Labor Day. Of course, the result has 
been a holiday for businessman, 
bankers, stockbrokers, and lawyers. In 
Poland, this Sunday, May 1, workers
“Dedicated to Chicago...to 
defenders in the riot of 
________May 4,1886."________
will march. Likely also in China, 
Nicaragua, England, Angola. In the 
United States, little boys and girls will 
put baskets on door knobs, make just 
enough noise, and then run, but not too 
fast.
Sunday is May Day. It would be sur­
prising to see, anywhere in the U.S., a 
display of the red flag of international 
labor. The fact that there is a struggle 
going on between the real producers 
and the appropriators is cleverly con­
cealed in the United States. Nationalistic 
and idealistic jargon conceals the true 
social relationships, the indisputable 
bond among workers around the world. 
We cannot speak of a specifically 
American proletariat, for the most 
powerful corporations based in America 
are multinationals. An American truck 
driver for Standard Oil pays tribute to 
the same lord as the black wage laborer 
in South Africa. May 1 should remind 
us of this essential solidarity among 
workers in a world economic system. 
Right now there are violent struggles 
taking place. The struggle may not be as 
overt as in the Haymarket affair, at least 
not in the U.S., but the results of the 
struggle still determine the extent of 
freedom and social justice around the 
world.
Exhibit
The 3rd Annual Home Mutual and Ap­
pleton Gallery of Arts Fine Arts Exhibit will 
be held at Home Mutual Insurance Com­
pany offices, 2401 S. Memorial Drive, Ap­
pleton on Friday, April 29, Saturday, April
30, and Sunday, May 1. Hours of this exhibit 
of original art works are 4-8 p.m. on April 29,
11 a.m. • 3 p.m. on April 30, and 11 a.m. - 5 
P ™-on May 1. The public is invited to the 
exhibit and to an artists reception Sunday, 
May 1 from 1-3 p.m. free of charge.
Ed. note: The following poem was submitted via telephone by a Lawrence
graduate currently in San Francisco. It was written for the graduating seniors.
Cop to the calm before the crutch
Compute your credits.
Call your counselor.
Catch crash courses.
Cultivate custody of colleges contemporary chronicles.
Cut a callings creeping close to catapult us creatures into 
the corporeality of career casting.
Cross this creaking catwalk carefully my comrades.
Were counting on complete consummation of those cravings 
which cause common crowds conspicuous characteristics; 
containing creative capacity of commanding capriciousness.
The contraption of culturation constipates when cadaverous clods 
kick cogs in the crap, my considerate cohorts.
All kidding continued.
Come Commencement's completion, consider and confess to the 
concurrent condition of contentious confusion and contented 
capability.
Concluding consideration, consent to collecting my congratulations.
Clink a crock to your California compatriot whose compassion 
concentrates on the consignment to contingincies in your 
continuing campaign to cleverer consciousness.
Keep it copascetic Class of '83 -MACRO
*1
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by Brigid Pajunen
Editor's note: All quotes in the following 
story are verbatim.
Mary Tyler Moore is a reality to me. 
As often as is feasible I try to catch the 
M I M show at 11:30 p.m. weekdays on 
channel 11. (I have a T. V. in my room.) 
And 1 know that even if I’m not there 
watching that T V., Mary Tyler Moore 
will be going through her day-to-day 
routine with her routine trials and 
tribulations.
Similarly, the District 1, Milwaukee 
municipal court and the proceedings on 
the 18th of April were a reality to me. 
Though I don’t make a point of being in­
volved with the Milwaukee judicial 
system on a regular basis, I am certain 
that, like Mary, Ted, Murray, and Lou, 
the municipal court, toó, goes through 
its “trials and tribulations” irregardless of 
my presence or absence.
Isn’t it nice that I can turn Mary Tyler 
Moore on or off? And isn’t it nice that 1 
can make a point to stay out of the 
Milwaukee municipal court? The 
answer to the first question is “yes.” The 
answer to the second is an emphatic 
“YES.” However, the events that 
necessitated my appearance in court 
made it clear to me that I was more 
deeply involved in this reality than in the 
reality of the Mary Tyler Moore show. 
This is an account of those events and 
their outcome.
On Sunday, April 17th, Becky and I 
drove Linda back to Milwaukee. We 
planned to spend the night and get an 
early start Monday to get back in time 
for classes. That night, Becky called the 
police for permission for overnight park­
ing. (Apparently this is a law in 
Milwaukee.) Well, whoever it was on 
the other end of the line told her to park 
on the odd side of the 1800 block of 
North Farwell Avenue. Mission ac­
complished.
In the morning my car was gone. Not 
knowing whether it was towed (how 
could it have been if we had permission 
to park where we did?) or stolen, we 
called the police. The voice on the other 
end of the line confirmed that Edna 
Teracotta Gopher (my license plate 
number is ETG 015) had indeed been 
parked in a tow-away zone.
Now you can bet that if this had been 
the MTM show I would have turned it 
off. Unfortunately, this wasn’t a half 
hour out of my day that I could choose 
to do with as I pleased. This seemed to 
be a larger system, a larger “network,” 
so to speak, that I was involved with.
At any rate, Becky and I took the bus 
to the Traffic Bureau and found out that 
if I was to see my car again I had to pay 
a $20 citation and a $50 towing fee 
($70.00???!!!) The alternative was to go 
to court. Realizing that we wouldn’t 
make it back for classes anyway, we 
opted for a trial, hoping at least to be 
$70 less in debt.
From the Traffic Bureau we walked to 
the municipal court. (I felt like Mary 
under the gun in Lou’s office and 
laughing nervously.) Once inside the 
lobby, Becky and I noticed immediately 
that we were a minority; we were the 
wrong color (white); our dads had the 
wrong jobs with the wrong paychecks 
(too big). And even though I don’t 
regard material possessions that highly.
I still seemed to be wearing the wrong 
shoes. (★$?!★&)
Black and White, or Color, this T.V 
was not in our favor. I worked on the 
fine tune in order to get a clearer pic­
ture. The minorities were in the majori­
ty. The lower class was the only class. 
Over here was a man who spoke only 
Spanish. Here and there was a sparkl­
ing policeman. Over on the other side 
of the room was a whole dark family 
waiting to move in to the courtroom. 
Becky and I sat and waited.
After a time, I asked a friendly look­
ing young man (he was the right color - 
black) why he was there. He was ob­
viously as familiar with the Milwaukee 
judicial system as I was with MTM 
because he nonchalantly replied that he 
was there to contest an $88 fine for 
jaywalking. (I don’t know, but $88 
seemed a little bit stringent to me...) 
When we asked what he would have to 
do if he couldn’t pay it, he said he’d 
have to go to the House of Corrections. 
Later he told us that the House of Cor­
rections was like jail.
Around 2:30 my name was called 
with about fifty others. Becky and I self­
consciously piled into the courtroom 
with them. I started wondering if 
everyone here had to present their case
continued his mockery with “suspen- 
cione and a laugh that disgusted me 
much more than Tidy Bowl commer­
cials ever could. Poor Solomon wasn’f 
dismissed until the judge was convinced 
that he’d gotten all the chuckles he 
could out of the rest of the courtroom 
with “no contesta.”
God. Mary’s solutions didn’t fit these 
problems. Mary’s problems didn’t even 
fit these problems! Nervous laughter 
couldn’t help me regain my feet when I 
was wearing the wrong shoes. This was 
indeed a more tangled network than I’d 
imagined. 1 goofed around with the 
antennea, but there was something 
drastically wrong with this T.V. The 
cases continued.
8318727 was Charles McKenna, be-
in front of the strangers. Did they get to 
know my sentence? Did I have to know 
theirs? (I wish, I wish. I wish I had cable 
T.V.!!) The presiding officer began call­
ing case numbers.
Number 8318724 pleaded not guilty 
to “unauthorized removal of library 
materials” and was given a later trial 
date. Number 8318708-09 was 
Solomon Morales, the man who didn’t 
speak English. Judge William J. 
Panagis began the examination with 
vulgar, mock Spanish.
“Compresta Ingles? Poquito?” He 
continued in somewhat vulgar English. 
“Tell him to plead no contest and I’ll 
give him a break - no fine...suspend his 
sentence.” While the interpreter ad­
dressed Mr, Morales, Judge Panagis
ing charged with “careless use of smok­
ing materials.” Charles pleaded guilty. 
Judge Panagis asked how much 
damage was done and Charles 
sheepishly replied, “I burned my couch, 
sir - ah, and a small chair.” He was fined 
$40 or could take the alternative four 
days in the House of Corrections.
8318778. George Garcia. Loitering 
in a public building. An officer pulled 
George in front of the stand, and the 
judge bellowed, “George Garcia. Isn’t 
he going out somewhere? You were 
causing trouble out here in the library.”
George had a kind heart. He giggled 
something like, “Me? Nah...” I found it 
hard to believe that he was even 
capable of causing trouble. He was just 
an old man! An officer muttered
something about George having been 
there once already today. Your Honor 
burst out, “I know it! ‘He’s always drink­
ing. He’s constantly drunk.”
This public attack on George Garcia 
continued for a while. George didn’t 
know better than to remain happily 
vulnerable and pleaded not guilty. The 
judge gave him a $60 fine or two days (I 
guess I was hoping for a commercial. In­
termission?! Order out for a pizza? 
Anything...)
It was in the middle of George 
Garcia’s case that I realized it. T.V. was 
only part of my reality. And 1 was a part 
of this reality. I choose to watch T V., or 
turn the channel, or work the volume. 
But 1 didn’t choose this, and here 1 was 
in the midst of the justice network. And 
Judge Panagis was finally finishing in­
flicting justice on Mr George Garcia: 
“You wanna go out to the House for 
a couple days? You do? O.K. He’s 
volunteering. He wants to go out to the 
House. Let’s get him out of here and 
clean him up a little bit. You could use a 
little cleaning up you’re drinking 
too much! Take him out of here for a 
little of detoxicif - detoxIFICATION.” 
No more antennae. No more ad­
justments. I was beginning to get the 
picture. George was leaving in the same 
good nature he came in with. He tried 
to tell the judge something. He must 
have been something to the effect that 
his back was bothering him, because 
Judge Panagis hollered out, “Huh? 
Your back’s bothering you? 1 don’t 
know why. You’ve got enough alcohol 
in your system. You could be embalm­
ed! NEXT CASE.”
Number 8318761. That was me. I 
walked up in front of the judge.
Mary Tyler Moore ended. Channel
11 was just going off the air when a tube 
blew out. Everything became clear, the 
picture of reality was around me! And I 
was inside it.
When Judge William J. Panagis 
suspended my sentence, called pie a 
“little lady,” and told them to give me 
back my car, I knew I was on to 
something. The only thing I could think 
of while driving back in Edna Teracotta 
Gopher was that reality can’t be plugged 
in. It’s already on. I plugged myself in, 
adjusted my antennae, and turned up 
the volume.
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May 1 : The expropriation of a holiday
by John Dufffey
Trucks and horse-drawn carts rumbl­
ed into the square. A streetcar line ran 
directly down the middle of the street, 
bisecting the tangle of men, horses, 
wagons and stands. Ocassionally the 
streetcar would roll past. Its warning bell 
was just another sound, dissolved in the 
noisy solvent of the marketplace. 
Haymarket Square was like the mouth 
of a monster into which sustenance was 
poured. Trucks and carts brought pro­
duce from the countryside, The 
monster, Chicago, was well fed. At the 
market, it fed in broad daylight, for all to 
see. At the same time, it carried on 
another type of feeding, behind closed 
doors, away from prying eyes. Why was 
the monster embarrassed?
On this day, May 4, 1886, the tumult 
of the market had nearly ceased. The 
sun crouched red and low behind the 
settling street dust. But now the dust 
stirred up again. The usual calm of day’s 
end was broken by the presence of a 
crowd of people, perhaps 3000, gather­
ing in the Square. Word was passed 
among them that they had congregated 
in a dangerous place, and they moved 
to a less constricted area on Desplaines 
Street.
The people gathered around a 
wagon, upon which stood a man who 
spoke and gesticulated. His name was 
August Spies, editor of a labor 
newspaper. His story was one of in­
justice. On the previous day. May 3, he 
explained, workers at the McCormick 
Harvesting Machine Company had 
engaged in a peaceful str ke. The strike 
was part of a movement calling for an 
eight hour work day, and protesting re­
cent wage cuts. Mr. Spies himself had 
spoken to the 6000 strikers from the top 
of a railroad car. The unarmed strikers 
then found themselves confronted by 
200 armed policemen, under orders of 
a Captain Bonfield. The Captain and
“The unarmed strikers found 
themsleves confronted 
by 200 armed policemen. ”
his men drove into the unsuspecting 
crowd with club blows and a hail of 
bullets. Two men were killed, both from 
the worker forces. Captain Bonfield was 
a successful strategist and was admired 
by the men in control of Chicago. His 
list of victories and casualties was im­
pressive, as well as his highly publicized 
“shoot to kill" statements and his firm 
stand against foreigners.
Having recounted the events of May
3, Spies stepped off the platform and 
other speakers succeeded him. They 
each described society's problems, 
located the source of injustice, and pro­
posed plans of action. A Methodist 
minister named Fielden was the last to 
speak. By now it was dark, and the
crowd had dwindled to 200 people. 
The liberal mayor of Chicago, Carter 
Harrison, having listened to the 
speakers, and satisfied that this time 
there would be no violence, mounted 
his horse and returned to his Ashland 
Avenue mansion. One block away, 
Captain Bonfield and 175 officers 
waited for orders. The mayor ordered 
Bonfield and his men home; the rally 
had been peaceful and the crowd was 
dispersing.
“They drove into the crowd 
with club blows and a 
_______hail of bullets. ”_______
Most of the workers were German or 
Polish immigrants, or Russians, Italians 
or Jews. They lived in ethnic 
neighborhoods on Potomac and 
Schiller Streets, and along North and 
Bell. The factories brought them 
together and produced a consciousness 
of their similarity. They felt, in common, 
the jaws of the monster which fed 
behind closed doors, be they the doors 
of McCormick, or Crane, or one of the
“The rally had been peaceful; 
the crowd was dispersing. "
other large Chicago industries.
Now, on this night, May 4, 1886, 
Captain Bonfield was working under 
orders which superceded those of 
Mayor Harrison. After plain-clothed 
spies confirmed that Harrison had gone 
home, Bonfield and his 175 troops mar­
ched on the crowd of 200. When they 
reached the vicinity of the platform, 
several people saw an object the size of 
a baseball arch through the air and land
in the center of the police force. The ob­
ject exploded, immediately killing one 
policeman and removing the leg of 
another.
The absence of light contributed to 
the impact of the scene. Policemen and 
workers ran in all directions. Gun fire 
was so rapid and incessant that some 
feared the Illinois Regiment had brought 
out a Gatling gun. During the five 
minute battle, six of Bonfield's men 
were killed, probably by their own 
bullets. Mathias Lewis, a German 
shoemaker, died three days later of in­
ternal hemorraging caused by a pistol 
ball in his side. Nineteen-year-old 
Charles Schumaker died a similar 
agonizing death one week later. Dozens 
of workers were injured, but their fear of 
arrest prevented them from reporting 
their injuries.
Bonfield and his men marched back 
to the station. The station had a dual 
purpose. Dozens of poor people, 
homeless and near starvation, would 
spend the night there, sleeping on con­
crete cell slabs. Bonfield and his men 
were treated as heroes by the press, 
which was controlled by the in­
dustrialists. R.T. Crane, head of one of 
Chicago’s largest corporations, formed 
a committee which collected enough 
money to erect a Police Monument in 
Haymarket Square.
In 1903, part of the statue was stolen. 
In 1923, a streetcar driver named 
O ’Neil intentionally drove his car into it, 
knocking it off its base. The monument 
was moved in 1928 and again in 1956. 
In 1968 a Vietnam War protester 
covered it in black paint, and in 1969 it 
was blown up by the Weathermen. 
Mayor Daley commissioned a new one 
which was unveiled in 1970 (May 4). 
The new monument was blown up in 
1970. The plan then was to cast about a
“Bonfield's orders superceded 
those of the mayor. ”
dozen monuments in fiberglass and 
replace them as they were blown up. 
Mayor Daley wanted the real material, 
so a new one was built and was guarded 
at an annual cost of $67,440. The new 
monument was placed in the lobby of 
Central Police Headquarters and bears 
the inscription: “ Dedicated to 
Chicago, to her Defenders in the riot of 
May 4, 1886.”
The Haymarket affair was one in a 
long series of overtly violent confronta­
tions between labor and capital. By the 
1890’s, a tradition had been establish­
ed, based upon historical events, that 
May 1 would be a day recognizing 
labor’s struggle. Labor leaders and 
workers around the world pushed for 
legislation establishing May Day as 
world labor day. May 1 brought with it
connotations of violent struggles in the 
past. It helped bring to workers a sense 
of their own history and a hope for con­
tinued improvement. The mystical ex­
planations for their condition was 
removed. It was not God or some great 
thinker who moved history to its present 
state, but human beings, organized in 
relations of power, struggling for control 
of the material world.
Why, then, one might ask, is labor 
day, in the U.S., in September? In 1894 
President Grover Cleveland launched a 
successful preemptive attack on the 
workers who were calling for the inter­
national May Day holiday, by proclaim­
ing the first Monday in September as 
Labor Day. Of course, the result has 
been a holiday for businessman, 
bankers, stockbrokers, and lawyers. In 
Poland, this Sunday. May 1, workers
“Dedicated to Chicago...to 
defenders in the riot of 
________May 4 ,1886."________
will march. Likely also in China, 
Nicaragua. England, Angola. In the 
United States, little boys and girls will 
put baskets on door knobs, make just 
enough noise, and then run, but not too 
fast.
Sunday is May Day. It would be sur­
prising to see, anywhere in the U.S., a 
display of the red flag of international 
labor. The fact that there is a struggle 
going on between the real producers 
and the appropriators is cleverly con­
cealed in the United States. Nationalistic 
and idealistic jargon conceals the true 
social relationships, the indisputable 
bond among workers around the world. 
We cannot speak of a specifically 
American proletariat, for the most 
powerful corporations based in America 
are multinationals. An American truck 
driver for Standard Oil pays tribute to 
the same lord as the black wage laborer 
in South Africa. May 1 should remind 
us of this essential solidarity among 
workers in a world economic system. 
Right now there are violent struggles 
taking place. The struggle may not be as 
overt as in the Haymarket affair, at least 
not in the U.S., but the results of the 
struggle still determine the extent of 
freedom and social justice around the 
world.
Exhibit
The 3rd Annual Home Mutual and Ap­
pleton Gallery of Arts Fine Arts Exhibit will 
be held at Home Mutual Insurance Com­
pany offices, 2401 S. Memorial Drive, Ap­
pleton on Friday, April 29, Saturday, April
30, and Sunday, May 1. Hours of this exhibit 
of original art works are 4-8 p.m. on April 29,
11 a.m. • 3 p.m. on April 30, and 11 a.m. - 6 
p.m. on May 1. The public is invited to the 
exhibit and to an artists reception Sunday, 
May 1 from 1 - 3 p.m. free of charge.
Ed. note: The following poem was submitted via telephone by a Lawrence
graduate currently in San Francisco. It was written for the graduating seniors.
Cop to the calm before the crutch
Compute your credits.
Call your counselor.
Catch crash courses.
Cultivate custody of colleges contemporary chronicles.
Cuz a calling's creeping close to catapult us creatures into 
the corporeality of career casting.
Cross this creaking catwalk carefully my comrades
Were counting on complete consummation of those cravings 
which cause common crowds conspicuous characteristics, 
containing creative capacity of commanding capriciousness.
The contraption of culturation constipates when cadaverous clods 
kick cogs in the crap, my considerate cohorts.
All kidding continued.
Come Commencement's completion, consider and confess to the 
concurrent condition of contentious confusion and contented 
capability.
Concluding consideration, consent to collecting my congratulations.
Clink a crock to your California compatriot whose compassion 
concentrates on the consignment to contingincies in your 
continuing campaign to cleverer consciousness.
Keep it copascetic Class of 83 —MACRO
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by B rig id  Pajunen
Editor's note: All quotes in the following 
story are verbatim.
Mary 'I yler Moore is a reality to me. 
As often as is feasible I try to catch the 
Ml M show at 11:30 p .m . weekdays on 
channel 11. (I have a T. V. in my room.) 
And I know that even if I’m not there 
watching that T V., Mary Tyler Moore 
will be going through her day-to-day 
routine with her routine trials and 
tribulations.
Similarly, the District 1, Milwaukee 
municipal court and the proceedings on 
the 18th of April were a reality to me. 
Though I don’t make a point of being in­
volved with the Milwaukee judicial 
system on a regular basis, I am certain 
that, like Mary, Ted, Murray, and Lou, 
the municipal court, to6, goes through 
its “trials and tribulations” irregardless of 
my presence or absence.
Isn’t it nice that I can turn Mary Tyler 
Moore on or off? And isn’t it nice that I 
can make a point to stay out of the 
Milwaukee municipal court? The 
answer to the first question is “yes.” The 
answer to the second is an emphatic 
“YES.” However, the events that 
necessitated my appearance in court 
made it clear to me that I was more 
deeply involved in this reality than in the 
reality of the Mary Tyler Moore show. 
This is an account of those events and 
their outcome.
On Sunday, April 17th, Becky and I 
drove Linda back to Milwaukee. We 
planned to spend the night and get an 
early start Monday to get back in time 
for classes. That night, Becky called the 
police for permission for overnight park­
ing. (Apparently this is a law in 
Milwaukee.) Well, whoever it was on 
the other end of the line told her to park 
on the odd side of the 1800 block of 
North Farwell Avenue. Mission ac­
complished.
In the morning my car was gone. Not 
knowing whether it was towed (how 
could it have been if we had permission 
to park where we did?) or stolen, we 
called the police. The voice on the other 
end of the line confirmed that Edna 
Teracotta Gopher (my license plate 
number is ETG 015) had indeed been 
parked in a tow-away zone.
Now you can bet that if this had been 
the MTM show I would have turned it 
off. Unfortunately, this wasn’t a half 
hour out of my day that I could choose 
to do with as I pleased. This seemed to 
be a larger system, a larger “network, 
so to speak, that I was involved with.
At any rate, Becky and I took the bus 
to the Traffic Bureau and found out that 
if I was to see my car again I had to pay 
a $20 citation and a $50 towing fee 
($70.00???!!!) The alternative was to go 
to court. Realizing that we wouldn’t 
make it back for classes anyway, we 
opted for a trial, hoping at least to be 
$70 less in debt.
From the Traffic Bureau we walked to 
the municipal court. (I felt like Mary 
under the gun in Lou’s office and 
laughing nervously.) Once inside the 
lobby, Becky and I noticed immediately 
that we were a minority; we were the 
wrong color (white); our dads had the 
wrong jobs with the wrong paychecks 
(too big). And even though I don’t 
regard material possessions that highly.
I still seemed to be wearing the wrong 
shoes. (★ $?!★&)
Black and White, or Color, this T V 
was not in our favor. I worked on the 
fine tune in order to get a clearer pic­
ture. The minorities were in the majori­
ty. The lower class was the only class. 
Over here was a man who spoke only 
Spanish. Here and there was a sparkl­
ing policeman. Over on the other side 
of the room was a whole dark family 
waiting to move in to the courtroom. 
Becky and I sat and waited.
After a time, I asked a friendly look­
ing young man (he was the right color - 
black) why he was there. He was ob­
viously as familiar with the Milwaukee 
judicial system as I was with MTM 
because he nonchalantly replied that he 
was there to contest an $88 fine for 
jaywalking. (I don’t know, but $88 
seemed a little bit stringent to me...) 
When we asked what he would have to 
do if he couldn’t pay it, he said he’d 
have to go to the House of Corrections. 
Later he told us that the House of Cor­
rections was like jail.
Around 2:30 my name was called 
with about fifty others. Becky and I self­
consciously piled into the courtroom 
with them. I started wondering if 
everyone here had to present their case
continued his mockery with “suspen 
cione" and a laugh that disgusted me 
much more than Tidy Bowl commer­
cials ever could. Poor Solomon wasn’t 
dismissed until the judge was convinced 
that he’d gotten all the chuckles he 
could out of the rest of the courtroom 
with “no contesta.”
God. Mary’s solutions didn’t fit these 
problems. Mary’s problems didn’t even 
fit these problems! Nervous laughter 
couldn’t help me regain my feet when I 
was wearing the wrong shoes. This was 
indeed a more tangled network than I’d 
imagined. I goofed around with the 
antennea, but there was something 
drastically wrong with this T.V. The 
cases continued.
8318727 was Charles McKenna, be-
in front of the strangers. Did they get to 
know my sentence? Did I have to know 
theirs? (1 wish, I wish. I wish I had cable 
T V.!!) The presiding officer began call­
ing case numbers.
Number 8318724 pleaded not guilty 
to “unauthorized removal of library 
materials” and was given a later trial 
date. Number 8318708-09 was 
Solomon Morales, the man who didn’t 
speak English. Judge William J. 
Panagis began the examination with 
vulgar, mock Spanish.
“Compresta Ingles? Poquito?” He 
continued in somewhat vulgar English. 
“Tell him to plead no contest and I’ll 
give him a break - no fine...suspend his 
sentence.” While the interpreter ad­
dressed Mr, Morales, Judge Panagis
ing charged with “careless use of smok­
ing materials." Charles pleaded guilty. 
Judge Panagis asked how much 
damage was done and Charles 
sheepishly replied, “I burned my couch, 
sir - ah, and a small chair." He was fined 
$40 or could take the alternative four 
days in the House of Corrections.
8318778. George Garcia. Loitering 
in a public building. An officer pulled 
George in front of the stand, and the 
judge bellowed, “George Garcia. Isn’t 
he going out somewhere? You were 
causing trouble out here in the library.”
George had a kind heart. He giggled 
something like, “Me? Nah...” I found it 
hard to believe that he was even 
capable of causing trouble. He was just 
an old man! An officer muttered
something about George having been 
there once already today. Your Honor 
burst out, “I know it! ‘He’s always drink­
ing. He’s constantly drunk.”
This public attack on George Garcia 
continued for a while. George didn’t 
know better than to remain happily 
vulnerable and pleaded not guilty The 
judge gave him a $60 fine or two days (I 
guess I was hoping for a commercial. In­
termission?! Order out for a pizza? 
Anything...)
It was in the middle of George 
Garcia’s case that 1 realized it. T V. was 
only part of my reality. And I was a part 
of this reality. 1 choose to watch T V , or 
turn the channel, or work the volume. 
But 1 didn’t choose this, and here I was 
in the midst of the justice network. And 
Judge Panagis was finally finishing in­
flicting justice on Mr. George Garcia: 
“You wanna go out to the House for 
a couple days? You do? O.K. He’s 
volunteering. He wants to go out to the 
House. Let’s get him out of here and 
clean him up a little bit. You could use a 
little cleaning up you’re d r ink ing  
too m uch! Take him out of here for a 
little of detoxicif - detoxIFICATlON.” 
No more antennae. No more ad­
justments. 1 was beginning to get the 
picture. George was leaving in the same 
good nature he came in with. He tried 
to tell the judge something. He must 
have been something to the effect that 
his back was bothering him, because 
Judge Panagis hollered out, “Huh? 
Your back’s bothering you? I don’t 
know why. You’ve got enough alcohol 
in your system. You could be embalm­
ed! NEXT CASE.”
Number 8318761. That was me. I 
walked up in front of the judge.
Mary Tyler Moore ended. Channel
11 was just going off the air when a tube 
blew out. Everything became clear, the 
picture of reality was around me! And I 
was inside it.
When Judge William J. Panagis 
suspended my sentence, called pie a 
“little lady,” and told them to give me 
back my car, I knew 1 was on to 
something. The only thing I could think 
of while driving back in Edna Teracotta 
Gopher was that reality can’t be plugged 
in. It’s already on. I plugged myself in, 
adjusted my antennae, and turned up 
the volume.
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Fashion: not dead
Just as history repeats itself, so does 
the world of fashion. From the loud, ob­
noxious, “hippie” clothes of the 60 s and 
from the more soft and simple, narrower 
clothes of the 20’s comes a unique, new 
style that steals from both. Taking over 
the fashion scene this spring and sum­
mer are the various textured cottons, 
wools, linens, knits and silks that com­
bine with bold but soft colors and that
enhance the simple but flattering lines.
This new style features the “new” 
miniskirt for girls, reminiscent of the 
middle and late 60 s but with bolder col­
ors and stripes. Also on the scene 
(reminiscent of the early 70’s) are the 
“peddle pushers” and bermuda shorts 
that come in a variety of different colors 
and styles, featuring baggy and cuffed 
styles. Women are also wearing the long, 
billowy dresses of the 20’s era but with 
flashier sleeves and more alluring splits 
and hemlines. And men are wearing soft 
silk, linen and cotton suits that feature
the narrower “peak” lapel on the narrow 
and shorter jackets and the straight 
styled pants or the baggier styled pants 
all reflective of the 20’s scene.
Even though the dominant fashion 
trend for this spring and summer is so 
reflective of the past this year’s trends 
still has its’ own unique style that is evi­
dent by the various modern styles that 
go along so well with the past style 
variants. This includes dazzling shirts 
and ties for guys, bold colored blouses of 
various styles for girls and multi-colored 
tennis shoes for both guys and girls that 
feature the old regular shoe-string style 
or the new strap style.
There are many ways in which to ar­
range the various styled clothes and one 
way to do it is by what the designers call 
the “layering affect” in which a person 
mixes and match clothes of different col­
ors and styles to give the texture-color 
appeal of the layering technique which 
offers a fresh new look; in other words, 
where texture and line schemes leave 
off, colors pick up and vice-versa for the 
opposite effect. Mixing-n-matching also 
comes into the scene when a person 
wants to wear an outfit one day and 
wear the same outfit the next day but 
with a different look. This is achieved by 
wearing different accessory items that 
includes; shoes, belts, ties, jewelry, etc. 
that one can use to dress clothes up one 
day and dress them down the next day 
(i.e. the casual look).
Fashion is not only important in the 
aspect of following the latest trends but 
also important in that a person dresses 
according to his/her personality and 
tastes in clothes to create ones’ own 
look. It is also important to wear clothes 
that flatter your outstanding features 
but hide your not so flattering features. 
For example, every latest fashion trend 
may not look as good on you as it did on 
someone else. So it is important that one 
selects the right clothes for him/herself 
that includes the styles and colors that 
suits ones' own personal tastes. And by 
using the mixing-n-matching and layer­
ing methods you can bring your clothes 
to life, while at the same time you will be 
astounded by the various combinations 
of color and line scheme you can create 
and will be surprised by your delightful 
and appealing new look.
Last series concert
APPLETON, WIS.—The celebrated 
young pianist Cecile Licad will present 
the final Artist Series concert of the 
1982-83 season Friday, May 6, at 8 p.m. 
in Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Tickets tor the performance are 
available at the Lawrence Box Office, 
115 N. Park Ave., Appleton.
Licad's performance will include Lud­
wig van Beethoven’s Sonata in D major. 
Op. 10, No. 3, and Carnaval, Op. 9, by 
Robert Schumann. She will close the 
program with three works by Frederic 
Chopin—Ballade in G minor. Op. 23, 
Sherzo in B-flat minor/D-flat major, Op.
31, and Nocturne in F major, Op. 15.
In the summer of 1979, Licad, then a 
19-year-old student of Rudolf Serkin, 
made her professional debut with the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra at the in­
vitation of Seiji Ozawa. Since that time, 
she has become the first artist in ten 
years to capture the coveted Leventritt 
Gold Medal Award, joining past winners 
such as Eugene Istomin, Gary Graff- 
man, Van Cliburn, Malcolm Frager, It­
zhak Perlman, and Pinchas Zukerman.
During the 1981-82 season, Licad ap­
peared with the New York Philharmonic 
and Zubin Mehta, and the Chicago Sym­
phony and Sir Georg Solti, the New 
Japan Philharmonica and Seiji Ozawa, 
the London Symphony and Claudio Ab- 
bado, the National Symphony and 
Mstislav Rostropovich, the Pittsburg 
Symphony and Andre Previn, the 
Manila Royal Philharmonic and Charles 
Dutoit, the Minnesota Orchestra and 
Neville Marriner, the Cleveland Or­
chestra, the San Francisco Symphony, 
the Milwaukee Symphony and the Hong 
Kong Philharmonic. Her 20-concert 
recital itinerary included performances 
in New York, Washington, D.C., Toron­
to, Osaka and Tokyo.
Born in Manila, Licad learned to read 
music at the age of four, began her for­
mal training at age five, and made her 
orchestral debut at age seven. She 
studied for five years at the Curtis In­
stitute with Rudolf Serkin, Seymour
Cecile Licad
Lipkin and Miecyslaw Horszowski. She 
returns to the Phillippines every sum­
mer to give a series of public concerts, 
and also takes part in the Marlboro 
Festival.
Tickets for the final Artist Series con­
cert are $6.50 and $4.50 for adults, and 
$5 and $3 for students and adults over 
62. Reservations may be made by calling 
the Lawrence Box Office at 735-6749.
SOME PEOPLE REIRE 
WITH MORETHAN JUST 
A GOLD WATCH.
You work hard all your life and what do 
you get?
Well, depending on where you work, 
you could get cancer. Asbestos has been 
proven to cause cancer. Certain toxic chemi­
cals like formaldehyde and freon are being 
investigated. If you’ve worked with radioac­
tive particles or even worked near them, 
your risk is greater.
And even if you’ve worked nowhere 
hazardous, it wouldn’t hurt to get a checkup. 
Because the incidence of cancer after the 
age of 45 to 50 increases rapidly.
Over the next several years the American 
Cancer Society will be conducting more 
research into certain lifestyles and exposures 
which could increase cancer mortality.
So know the risks.
Don’t smoke.
Watch what you eat and drink.
Look for the warning signs of cancer.
And retire not only with a gold ticker.
But a healthy one, also.
SENIORS!
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8:30 on a Monday morning is not a 
particularly good time for me. I am 
almost fully non-functional, and grouchy 
for having to leave my warm bed for a 
meeting at the grill. I was to interview 
Tom West on this particular morning so 
as I brushed my teeth 1 struggled to 
think of poignant and piercing questions 
to ask him. I entered the union with a 
great amount of trepidation, half hoping 
that he had forgotten our appointment 
and that I could go back to bed. But luck 
was not on my side and West walked in­
to the grill looking disgustingly awake. 
(West, for those of you who don’t 
already know, is here to direct Kean: 
Disorder and Genius). 1 asked a few 
questions during our conversation, con­
tent to let West reaffirm to me just how 
truly wide awake he was. And after an 
onion bagel, a pot of coffee, and a couple 
of cigarettes, 1 actually began to enjoy 
myself. West is a charmer.
His work as a freelance director has 
given West an outlook that any third 
term senior would envy. Suddenly 1 did 
not feel so bad about being a history ma­
jor with absolutely no future plans. 
West claims that he has moved from 
fearing the unknown and uncertainty 
about his next paycheck, to welcoming 
it. “ I have to welcome not knowing - 
everything you think you have a handle 
on goes out of your hand, or they change 
the rules. I like the freedom I have.” 
West attributes his calm outlook to the 
nature of his art, theatre. The lack of 
permanence in any sort of theatre pro­
duction has equipped West to deal with 
the unstable nature of his career.
For four years West worked as a resi­
dent director for a repertory company, 
but left after feeling very frustrated and 
empty doing shows for which he felt no 
empathy. After working at various other 
jobs, “just for the money’’, West realiz­
ed that he was no longer content to be 
associated with second rate material. 
West admits, however, that sometimes 
this attitude is unrealistic and that if his 
wife did not have a career which 
guaranteed food on the table, he would 
probably not be able to afford the luxury 
of such principles.
His /ive weeks at Lawrence are serv­
ing to reaffirm to West just how much 
he believes in those principles. He is here 
to direct Kean, a play he very much 
believes in and which because of its large 
cast and elaborate scene changes, no 
commercial theatre would produce. 
Working in an environment where he 
does not have to worry about the finan­
cial success or failure of his production 
is a luxury for West. The role of visiting 
director is also a luxury for West 
because of the great freedom allowed 
him here. West feels that he is in a posi­
tion “to shake up the campus a bit.” 
Having a visiting director at Lawrence 
means that the campus both as a whole 
and in particular (i.e. the cast) is exposed 
to a new and different directing style.
But however ‘luxurious’ the position 
may initially seem, I personally felt that 
if I were a professional director I would 
find it somewhat disappointing or 
frustrating to work with actors who are 
also taking three classes and worrying 
about midterms and papers. West, 
however, does not find this to be the 
case, and his enthusiasm for working 
with students was evident throughout 
our conversation. Although he admits 
that at times it can be frustrating not to 
have the luxury of an eight hour work 
day, the three hour nightly rehearsals 
force him to focus his emphasis. West 
appreciated the challenge of working 
with non-professional actors for they ask 
questions which professional actors 
would not ask. Such questions, WestThe Little Princess
Once there was a princess who went out walking and fell into a very deep 
hole. There she cried for a long time. First she cried because no one could hear 
her. Then she cried because she knew that she didn’t have to have fallen into the 
hole and it was just an unfortunate accident that she had. This made her very bit­
ter and each of the infinite possibilities she dreamed of became another tear 
within her. Finally she cried because she had nothing left to be proud of.
After many months of living her aloneness, next to the wallness in the 
holeness of the hole she noticed she was not alone. On the ground next to her 
there lay a snake. The snake curled his head and flicked his tongue and said, “I 
am not a snake I am a prince, kiss me and you can watch how quickly I turn into 
one.”
The princess turned frightened and said, “1 cannot kiss you because 1 have a 
dream where I kiss a snake and my arms and legs become like snakes and I can­
not use them.”
The snake smiled sadly, “That’s O.K. I expected it, I have a dream where I 
am locked in a cage and can’t be set free because no one knows I am locked 
up.” When she heard this tears welled up in the princess’s eyes. She made the 
tears look like they were tears of pity for the snake, but in reality she cried 
because she herself had a very similar dream.
So she kissed the snake and it was true he did become a prince. Then they 
looked at each other a long time. The prince twitched and said,
“Let’s make love”
“Why?”
“Because I want to.”
“Me too.”
They copulated all night while in the jungle above them savage beasts made 
terrible noises.
In the morning they again looked at each other for a long time (there were 
no mirrors). And the princess looked up to the mouth of the pit, up the very tall 
and straight trees that stretched up to the sky. Then the princess spirit rose and 
she could see the jungle green and wild that her hole was in. Then rising higher 
she could see the jungle was on top of a steep and rocky mountain. And rising 
still higher she could see the mountain surrounded by a deep and angry sea. 
And floating still higher she could see the sea contained by a dark and forbidding 
fog and beyond the fog on all sides were miles and miles of human flesh. The 
princess gasped and thought simply. My pit must be the navel of the world.
And her spirit returned.
Now the princess was happy because if the world has a navel it must also 
have eyes, a brain and a soul like the princess. She told this to her handsome 
prince and he said, “I don’t believe any silly stories about a cosmic bellybutton.” 
He opened his mouth wide and laughed. While he laughed the princess saw he 
still had a snake tongue and she shuddered. Upon seeing that the princess saw 
the prince instantly turned back into a snake.
“Why?” the princess asked, hurt.
The snake sneered and smiled, “The easiest way for a snake to screw a 
human princess is as a human prince.” He turned and disappeared through a 
crack in the wall.
The princess’s legs gave and she fell with great pain and weakness to the 
hard earth While off in the distance softly, but distinctly there was a burp.
- D A V ID  PICKUS
Tom West
said, force him as a director to take 
stock in what he does and how he does it. 
He feels that the contact with students 
makes him “grow much more analytical 
of the whole process of theatre.” 
Returning to Lawrence after directing 
Tartuffe here two years ago, Wpst is 
clearly glad to be back. His “breaking in 
time” was much shorter this year. He 
began rehearsals the day after the cast 
list was posted. He and Richmond 
Frielund were able to discuss plans for 
the set over the phone without worrying 
about possible gaps in communication
over various terms and ideas. And, 
perhaps most importantly, West this 
time knew better than to sign up for 
meals at Downer.
As our conversation progressed, I 
found myself becoming very excited 
about Kean despite the early hour and 
my initial trepidation about the .whole 
interview. West has an amazing 
resource of enthusiasm and an air about 
him indicative of a man who knows ex­
actly what he wants. If he is able to 
challenge those two traits into Kean it 
should be a hell of a show.
Indian oral tradition
Zahiruddin Dagar and Faiyazuddin 
Dagar, who will perform a concert of In­
dia’s early music on Tuesday, May 3rd 
at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall (free to the 
public) are India’s most eminent 
representatives of the “early music” 
tradition of Dhrupad. Recipients of 
Government of India scholarships and 
formerly professors of music at 
Bharatiya Kala Kendra and Triveni 
Kala Sangam in New Delhi, the Dagar 
brothers have performed widely in India 
and abroad. In 1981-82 they presented 
concerts in Europe during a year-long 
residency as guests of the German 
government. Dagar brothers are the 
most highly ranked musicians perform­
ing over All India Radio (the govern­
ment radio station in India) as well as 
the National Television service of India. 
They have made commercial recordings 
under the EMI label, and recently 
UNESCO released a new album by 
them.
The music of India is a living oral 
tradition that involves study of a techni­
que and memorization of vast repertoire, 
a thorough mastery of improvisation, 
and an understanding of the subtleties 
of modality and ornamentation that give 
each raga unique emotional qualities. To 
build this immense storehouse of 
musical information and impart it with 
authority requires lengthy study with a 
master—often 20 years or more. For 
close rapport between teacher and stu­
dent to develop fully, musical traditions 
of India are often handed down from 
father to son or uncle to nephew. Thus 
great musical dynasties have been built 
which can often be traced back several 
centuries. These dynasties which are 
guardians of a musical style are called 
gharana’s. One such dynasty is that of 
the Dagar family.
Zahiruddin and Faiyazuddin Dagar 
(the younger Dagar brothers) are in­
heritors of one of the most ancient of In­
dia’s musical forms—that of Dhrupad.
As in other forms of Indian music, 
Dhrupad consists of 2 main sections. 
The first part, alap, is a slow meditative 
improvisation which has neither fixed 
rhythm nor words. In this section, the 
singers engender a deep sense of 
religious devotion through slowly 
developing the chosen raga (melodic 
mode) by the chanting of vocables 
(words without meaning). The second 
part consists of a poem which is sung to 
the accompaniment of the pakhawaj, an 
ancient double-head drum that is 
ancestor to the tabla of North India and 
the mrdangam of South India. The tem­
po of this composed section is gradually 
increased until the piece ends in the 
customary flourish. The words of the 
poem are most often derived from an­
cient Sanskrit texts.
The younger Dagar brothers are 
respected throughout India as two of 
the greatest living exponents of Alap 
Dhrupad. Their style of singing can be 
traced back to the court of the great 
15th century Mughal emperor Akbar. 
Their ancestor Swami Hari Das Dagar 
was the teacher of the famed Tansen, 
court musician to Akbar. They have per­
formed throughout Asia and Europe and 
have made many recordings. In this per­
formance they are accompanied by Phil 
Hollenbeck who has studied pakhawaj 
with Indian masters for many years and 
accompanied many major artists in In­
dia and America.
This concert is made possible in part 
by support from the Committee on 
Southersn Asian Studies and the 
cooperation of the Ameer Khusro Socie­
ty of America.
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Fashion: not dead
Just as history repeats itself, so does 
the world of fashion. From the loud, ob­
noxious, “hippie” clothes of the 60 s and 
from the more soft and simple, narrower 
clothes of the 20's comes a unique, new 
style that steals from both. Taking over 
the fashion scene this spring and sum­
mer are the various textured cottons, 
wools, linens, knits and silks that com­
bine with bold but soft colors and that
enhance the simple but flattering lines.
This new style features the “new” 
miniskirt for girls, reminiscent of the 
middle and late 60 s but with bolder col­
ors and stripes. Also on the scene 
(reminiscent of the early 70’s) are the 
“peddle pushers” and bermuda shorts 
that come in a variety of different colors 
and styles, featuring baggy and cuffed 
styles. Women are also wearing the long, 
billowy dresses of the 20’s era but with 
flashier sleeves and more alluring splits 
and hemlines. And men are wearing soft 
silk, linen and cotton suits that feature
the narrower “peak” lapel on the narrow 
and shorter jackets and the straight 
styled pants or the baggier styled pants 
all reflective of the 20’s scene.
Even though the dominant fashion 
trend for this spring and summer is so 
reflective of the past this year’s trends 
still has its’ own unique style that is evi­
dent by the various modern styles that 
go along so well with the past style 
variants. This includes dazzling shirts 
and ties for guys, bold colored blouses of 
various styles for girls and multi-colored 
tennis shoes for both guys and girls that 
feature the old regular shoe-string style 
or the new strap style.
There are many ways in which to ar­
range the various styled clothes and one 
way to do it is by what the designers call 
the “layering affect” in which a person 
mixes and match clothes of different col­
ors and styles to give the texture-color 
appeal of the layering technique which 
offers a fresh new look; in other words, 
where texture and line schemes leave 
off, colors pick up and vice-versa for the 
opposite effect. Mixing-n-matching also 
comes into the scene when a person 
wants to wear an outfit one day and 
wear the same outfit the next day but 
with a different look. This is achieved by 
wearing different accessory items that 
includes; shoes, belts, ties, jewelry, etc. 
that one can use to dress clothes up one 
day and dress them down the next day 
(i.e. the casual look).
Fashion is not only important in the 
aspect of following the latest trends but 
also important in that a person dresses 
according to his/her personality and 
tastes in clothes to create ones' own 
look. It is also important to wear clothes 
that flatter your outstanding features 
but hide your not so flattering features. 
For example, every latest fashion trend 
may not look as good on you as it did on 
someone else. So it is important that one 
selects the right clothes for him/herself 
that includes the styles and colors that 
suits ones’ own personal tastes. And by 
using the mixing-n-matching and layer­
ing methods you can bring your clothes 
to life, while at the same time you will be 
astounded by the various combinations 
of color and line scheme you can create 
and will be surprised by your delightful 
and appealing new look.
Last series concert
APPLETON, WIS.—The celebrated 
young pianist Cecile Licad will present 
the final Artist Series concert of the 
1982-83 season Friday, May 6, at 8 p.m. 
in Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Tickets for the performance are 
available at the Lawrence Box Office. 
115 N. Park Ave., Appleton.
Licad's performance will include Lud­
wig van Beethoven’s Sonata in D major. 
Op. 10, No. 3, and Carnaval, Op. 9, by 
Robert Schumann. She will close the 
program with three works by Frederic 
Chopin—Ballade in G minor, Op. 23, 
Sherzo in B-flat minor/D-flat major, Op.
31, and Nocturne in F major, Op. 15.
In the summer of 1979, Licad, then a 
19-year-old student of Rudolf Serkin, 
made her professional debut with the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra at the in­
vitation of Seiji Ozawa. Since that time, 
she has become the first artist in ten 
years to capture the coveted Leventritt 
Gold Medal Award, joining past winners 
such as Eugene Istomin, Gary Graff- 
man, Van Cliburn, Malcolm Frager, It­
zhak Perlman, and Pinchas Zukerman.
During the 1981-82 season, Licad ap­
peared with the New York Philharmonic 
and Zubin Mehta, and the Chicago Sym­
phony and Sir Georg Solti, the New 
Japan Philharmonica and Seiji Ozawa, 
the London Symphony and Claudio Ab- 
bado, the National Symphony and 
Mstislav Rostropovich, the Pittsburg 
Symphony and Andre Previn, the 
Manila Royal Philharmonic and Charles 
Dutoit, the Minnesota Orchestra and 
Neville Marriner, the Cleveland Or­
chestra, the San Francisco Symphony, 
the Milwaukee Symphony and the Hong 
Kong Philharmonic. Her 20-concert 
recital itinerary included performances 
in New York, Washington, D.C., Toron­
to, Osaka and Tokyo.
Born in Manila, Licad learned to read 
music at the age of four, began her for­
mal training at age five, and made her 
orchestral debut at age seven. She 
studied for five years at the Curtis In­
stitute with Rudolf Serkin, Seymour
Cecile Licad
Lipkin and Miecyslaw Horszowski. She 
returns to the Phillippines every sum­
mer to give a series of public concerts, 
and also takes part in the Marlboro 
Festival.
Tickets for the final Artist Series con­
cert are $6.50 and $4.50 for adults, and 
$5 and $3 for students and adults over
62. Reservations may be made by calling 
the Lawrence Box Office at 735-6749.
SOME PEOPLE REIRE 
WITH MORE THAN JUST 
A GOLD WATCH.
You work hard all your life and what do 
you get?
Well, depending on where you work, 
you could get cancer. Asbestos has been 
proven to cause cancer. Certain toxic chemi­
cals like formaldehyde and freon are being 
investigated. If you’ve worked with radioac­
tive particles or even worked near them, 
your risk is greater.
And even if you’ve worked nowhere 
hazardous, it wouldn’t hurt to get a checkup. 
Because the incidence of cancer after the 
age of 45 to 50 increases rapidly.
Over the next several years the American 
Cancer Society will be conducting more 
research into certain lifestyles and exposures 
which could increase cancer mortality.
So know the risks.
Don’t smoke.
Watch what you eat and drink.
Look for the warning signs of cancer.
And retire not only with a gold ticker.
But a healthy one, also.
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8:30 on a Monday morning is not a 
particularly good time for me. I am 
almost fully non-functional, and grouchy 
for having to leave my warm bed for a 
meeting at the grill. I was to interview 
Tom West on this particular morning so 
as I brushed my teeth 1 struggled to 
think of poignant and piercing questions 
to ask him. 1 entered the union with a 
great amount of trepidation, half hoping 
that he had forgotten our appointment 
and that I could go back to bed. But luck 
was not on my side and West walked in­
to the grill looking disgustingly awake. 
(West, for those of you who don’t 
already know, is here to direct Kean: 
Disorder and Genius). I asked a few 
questions during our conversation, con­
tent to let West reaffirm to me just how 
truly wide awake he was. And after an 
onion bagel, a pot of coffee, and a couple 
of cigarettes, I actually began to enjoy 
myself. West is a charmer.
His work as a freelance director has 
given West an outlook that any third 
term senior would envy. Suddenly 1 did 
not feel so bad about being a history ma­
jor with absolutely no future plans. 
West claims that he has moved from 
fearing the unknown and uncertainty 
about his next paycheck, to welcoming 
it. “ I have to welcome not knowing - 
everything you think you have a handle 
on goes out of your hand, or they change 
the rules. 1 like the freedom I have.” 
West attributes his calm outlook to the 
nature of his art, theatre. The lack of 
permanence in any sort of theatre pro­
duction has equipped West to deal with 
the unstable nature of his career.
For four years West worked as a resi­
dent director for a repertory company, 
but left after feeling very frustrated and 
empty doing shows for which he felt no 
empathy. After working at various other 
jobs, ‘‘just for the money”, West realiz­
ed that he was no longer content to be 
associated with second rate material. 
West admits, however, that sometimes 
this attitude is unrealistic and that if his 
wife did not have a career which 
guaranteed food on the table, he would 
probably not be able to afford the luxury 
of such principles
His Jive weeks at Lawrence are serv­
ing to reaffirm to West just how much 
he believes in those principles. He is here 
to direct Kean, a play he very much 
believes in and which because of its large 
cast and elaborate scene changes, no 
commercial theatre would produce. 
Working in an environment where he 
does not have to worry about the finan­
cial success or failure of his production 
is a luxury for West. The role of visiting 
director is also a luxury for West 
because of the great freedom allowed 
him here. West feels that he is in a posi­
tion “to shake up the campus a bit.” 
Having a visiting director at Lawrence 
means that the campus both as a whole 
and in particular (i.e. the cast) is exposed 
to a new and different directing style.
But however ‘luxurious’ the position 
may initially seem, 1 personally felt that 
if I were a professional director I would 
find it somewhat disappointing or 
frustrating to work with actors who are 
also taking three classes and worrying 
about midterms and papers. West, 
however, does not find this to be the 
case, and his enthusiasm for working 
with students was evident throughout 
our conversation. Although he admits 
that at times it can be frustrating not to 
have the luxury of an eight hour work 
day, the three hour nightly rehearsals 
force him to focus his emphasis. West 
appreciated the challenge of working 
with non-professional actors for they ask 
questions which professional actors 
would not ask. Such questions, WestThe Little Princess
Once there was a princess who went out walking and fell into a very deep 
hole. There she cried for a long time. First she cried because no one could hear 
her. Then she cried because she knew that she didn’t have to have fallen into the 
hole and it was just an unfortunate accident that she had. This made her very bit­
ter and each of the infinite possibilities she dreamed of became another tear 
within her. Finally she cried because she had nothing left to be proud of.
After many months of living her aloneness, next to the wallness in the 
holeness of the hole she noticed she was not alone. On the ground next to her 
there lay a snake. The snake curled his head and flicked his tongue and said, “I 
am not a snake I am a prince, kiss me and you can watch how quickly 1 turn into 
one.”
The princess turned frightened and said, “1 cannot kiss you because I have a 
dream where I kiss a snake and my arms and legs become like snakes and I can­
not use them.”
The snake smiled sadly, “That’s O.K. I expected it, I have a dream where I 
am locked in a cage and can’t be set free because no one knows I am locked 
up.” When she heard this tears welled up in the princess’s eyes. She made the 
tears look like they were tears of pity for the snake, but in reality she cried 
because she herself had a very similar dream.
So she kissed the snake and it was true he did become a prince. Then they 
looked at each other a long time. The prince twitched and said,
“Let’s make love"
“Why?”
“Because I want to.”
"Me too.”
They copulated all night while in the jungle above them savage beasts made 
terrible noises.
In the morning they again looked at each other for a long time (there were 
no mirrors). And the princess looked up to the mouth of the pit, up the very tall 
and straight trees that stretched up to the sky. Then the princess spirit rose and 
she could see the jungle green and wild that her hole was in. Then rising higher 
she could see the jungle was on top of a steep and rocky mountain. And rising 
still higher she could see the mountain surrounded by a deep and angry sea. 
And floating still higher she could see the sea contained by a dark and forbidding 
fog and beyond the fog on all sides were miles and miles of human flesh. The 
princess gasped and thought simply, My pit must be the navel of the world.
And her spirit returned.
Now the princess was happy because if the world has a navel it must also 
have eyes, a brain and a soul like the princess. She told this to her handsome 
prince and he said, “I don’t believe any silly stories about a cosmic bellybutton." 
He opened his mouth wide and laughed. While he laughed the princess saw he 
still had a snake tongue and she shuddered. Upon seeing that the princess saw 
the prince instantly turned back into a snake.
“Why?” the princess asked, hurt.
The snake sneered and smiled, “The easiest way for a snake to screw a 
human princess is as a human prince.” He turned and disappeared through a 
crack in the wall.
The princess’s legs gave and she fell with great pain and weakness to the 
hard earth While off in the distance softly, but distinctly there was a burp.
—DAVID  PICKUS
Tom West
said, force him as a director to take 
stock in what he does and how he does it. 
He feels that the contact with students 
makes him “grow much more analytical 
of the whole process of theatre.” 
Returning to Lawrence after directing 
Tartuffe here two years ago, Wpst is 
clearly glad to be back. His “breaking in 
time” was much shorter this year. He 
began rehearsals the day after the cast 
list was posted. He and Richmond 
Frielund were able to discuss plans for 
the set over the phone without worrying 
about possible gaps in communication
over various terms and ideas. And, 
perhaps most importantly, West this 
time knew better than to sign up for 
meals at Downer.
As our conversation progressed, I 
found myself becoming very excited 
about Kean despite the early hour and 
my initial trepidation about the .whole 
interview. West has an amazing 
resource of enthusiasm and an air about 
him indicative of a man who knows ex­
actly what he wants. If he is able to 
challenge those two traits into Kean it 
should be a hell of a show.
Indian oral tradition
Zahiruddin Dagar and Faiyazuddin 
Dagar, who will perform a concert of In­
dia’s early music on Tuesday, May 3rd 
at 8 p.m. in Harper Hall (free to the 
public) are India's most eminent 
representatives of the ‘‘early music” 
tradition of Dhrupad. Recipients of 
Government of India scholarships and 
formerly professors of music at 
Bharatiya Kala Kendra and Triveni 
Kala Sangam in New Delhi, the Dagar 
brothers have performed widely in India 
and abroad. In 1981-82 they presented 
concerts in Europe during a year long 
residency as guests of the German 
government. Dagar brothers are the 
most highly ranked musicians perform­
ing over All India Radio (the govern­
ment radio station in India) as well as 
the National Television service of India. 
They have made commercial recordings 
under the EMI label, and recently 
UNESCO released a new album by 
them.
The music of India is a living oral 
tradition that involves study of a techni­
que and memorization of vast repertoire, 
a thorough mastery of improvisation, 
and an understanding of the subtleties 
of modality and ornamentation that give 
each raga unique emotional qualities. To 
build this immense storehouse of 
musical information and impart it with 
authority requires lengthy study with a 
master—often 20 years or more. For 
close rapport between teacher and stu­
dent to develop fully, musical traditions 
of India are often handed down from 
father to son or uncle to nephew. Thus 
great musical dynasties have been built 
which can often be traced back several 
centuries. These dynasties which are 
guardians of a musical style are called 
gharana’s. One such dynasty is that of 
the Dagar family.
Zahiruddin and Faiyazuddin Dagar 
(the younger Dagar brothers) are in­
heritors of one of the most ancient of In­
dia’s musical forms—that of Dhrupad.
As in other forms of Indian music, 
Dhrupad consists of 2 main sections. 
The first part, alap, is a slow meditative 
improvisation which has neither fixed 
rhythm nor words. In this section, the 
singers engender a deep sense of 
religious devotion through slowly 
developing the chosen raga (melodic 
mode) by the chanting of vocables 
(words without meaning). The second 
part consists of a poem which is sung to 
the accompaniment of the pakhawaj, an 
ancient double-head drum that is 
ancestor to the tabla of North India and 
the mrdangam of South India. The tem­
po of this composed section is gradually 
increased until the piece ends in the 
customary flourish. The words of the 
poem are most often derived from an­
cient Sanskrit texts.
The younger Dagar brothers are 
respected throughout India as two of 
the greatest living exponents of Alap 
Dhrupad. Their style of singing can be 
traced back to the court of the great 
15th century Mughal emperor Akbar. 
Their ancestor Swami Hari Das Dagar 
was the teacher of the famed Tansen, 
court musician to Akbar. They have per­
formed throughout Asia and Europe and 
have made many recordings. In this per­
formance they are accompanied by Phil 
Hollenbeck who has studied pakhawaj 
with Indian masters for many years and 
accompanied many major artists in In­
dia and America.
This concert is made possible in part 
by support from the Committee on 
Southersn Asian Studies and the 
cooperation of the Ameer Khusro Socie­
ty of America.
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Snap Oop
M ISS IN G ! Artistic Boston fern and 
begonia from the Art Center Gallery, are 
they posing in someone’s sunny window? 
Please return these gifts to the Art Center 
Gallery or Office. No questions asked.
PAWEEN, SEUW, WAUWIE-Thought 
you were sneaky but I figured it out! Thanks 
much for the Fuji Mum!!! I wuv it. Anne
HEY KATHY!! Have you got a hamburger 
for that shake? hee hee As you know it is all 
done in fun!! L. & A.
LISA-WHAT??
To the person who stole my umbrella from 
the Union: Waay to go, you must be terribly 
pleased with yourself. I hope the fabric blows 
off its ribs in the rain on one of those mor­
nings when you’re walking your mother 
home from the pound. Dave King
BUFFY, MUFFY, SUSIE, SKIP and BIFF: 
Big Brother and Sister love to you in fold Have a 
big blast at the G&T mindfuck this weekend. 
Put your mind on holiday and get tanned.
Elections for the Babcock Award will be 
Monday May 2. The Babcock Award is given 
to the most outstanding member of the 
faculty or administration. Nominations were 
taken during the LUCC elections last Mon­
day. Polling will take place in Colman Hall 
from 12-12:45 p.m. and in Downer from 4-6 
p.m.
College students interested in working in 
summer jobs in their chosen professional 
fields should apply now for the thousands of 
corporate and governmental internships and 
work-study opportunities available.
According to The Scholarship Bank, most 
internships are sponsored by major cor­
porations and pay in the range of two to three 
thousands for the summer. Many will pay 
students’ relocation expenses. These inter­
nships are good sources of training and may 
lead to permanent employment as well as in­
valuable contacts in the student’s chosen 
field. In addition, internees can qualify for 
scholarships and other financial aid from 
many of these employers.
Many deadlines are near for these 
programs. Students interested in receiving 
more information about these internships 
and scholarships should send a business size 
stamped self-addressed envelope to The 
Scholarship Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Suite 750, Los Angeles, CA. 90067.
Quote of the Week 
“ Congratulations. You’ve just 
arrested the editor of the Law­
rentian.M
— an innocent bystander
No Real Truth!
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Climb Mt. Ranier
Open to all interested adults regardless of backpack or mountaineering experience, this 
climb presents the opportunity of a lifetime. You do NOT have to be a climber to par­
ticipate. All you need is a moderate level of fitness and a desire to do something truly 
unique this summer.'
The climb will be led by Lou Whittaker, leader of the China/Mt. Everest climb and the 
successful American ascent of K2 in the Himalayas. The guides are from the Ranier Moun- 
tainnering Inc. service and are the only guide service permitted to operate on Mt. Ranier 
by the National Park Service.
Date:
Cost:
Includes:
Itinerary:
Interested:
June 27 thru July 1,1983 
$260/person
All meals, guide services and group equipment 
You will spend three days in Camp Muir at the base of Mt. Ranier 
learning the techniques of snow and glacier travel, rope handling, 
ice axe belay, crevasse rescue and cramponing. The final two days 
will be spent in the actual summit climb.
Contact:
Bob Manwell ASAP for details
Daytime-JANUS 731*2251 Evenings - 743-9372
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Lacrosse article
Get ready all you beer-guzzling LU 
Lacrosse fans, the men s LaX season 
has begun. After two bus rides to Ripon 
College, one game in the snow and 
another in a mudbowl, the men’s 
lacrosse team emerged with a .500 
won/loss record. On Saturday, April 16, 
the men’s team lost a heartbreaker to a 
hard hitting Ripon team 8-7. Consider­
ing the loss of numerous LaX veterans 
and the lack of practice, the men’s club 
faired very well. Friday nights parties 
took their toll on the Vikes in the second 
half. With the halftime score tied at six, 
the Vikings soon were down by two 
goals. Numerous penalties in the final 
minutes including an illegal stick call
against criminal Casey Sloan, failed to 
deter the Vikings who put in a short­
hand goal with 30 seconds left in the 
game. But it proved too little too late. 
First game goal came from a host of 
returning veterans, Tom Skinner and 
Chris Matheus each with two. Rocket 
Rod Jameson, Lawrence Clark, and 
Chris Coogan each added one goal.
Game two on Sunday against Beloit 
saw the veterans take a backseat to 
lacrosse newcomers in a 9-1 effort. 
Freshman Sloan after having the 
criminal stick, checked twice more, 
retaliated by scoring his first goal. The 
team’s other Casey made it out of bed on 
Sunday to pour in his first goal of the 
season in his first game. Then came the
Baseball article
by Bob Uecker
Last week Wednesday the Lawrence 
baseball team took on arch-rival Ripon 
in the conference opener for both teams. 
The Vikes managed a split in the two 
games, suffering a heart-breaking 3-2 
loss in the first game and bouncing back 
to win the second game 8-5.
Missed scoring opportunities and one 
inning pitching breakdown accounted 
for the Vikings first game loss. Clark 
Stalker pitched a complete game, 
yielding four hits, striking out four 
Redmen batters, and shutting out Ripon 
for six of the seven innings. Stalker, 
however lost his control in the second in­
ning and gave up three walks and an in­
field single. By the end of the inning 
three Redmen had crossed home plate. 
Offensively, Lawrence ripped Ripon pit­
ching for two hits in the game.
Even with this meager hitting attack, 
the Vikes still had numerous scoring op­
portunities, which they failed to 
capitalize on. Without a doubt the Vik­
ing’s best scoring opportunity occured 
in the last inning. With bases loaded, no 
outs, and losing 3-2, the Vikes attemp­
ted a suicide-squeeze bunt to tie the 
game. The batter, Beau Shaffer, missed 
the bunt, and runner Jeff DeMuesr was 
tagged out as he tried to score from 
third. To make matters worse for the 
Vikings the Ripon catcher then threw 
the ball to third base, where Paul Carter 
was an easy out as he tried to advance 
from second base on the same play. 
Schaefer struck out on the next pitch to 
end the game. The Vikings and their 
loyal fans stood in dismay at the tragic 
turn of events. Yes, just when it looked 
like victory was at hand, Lawrence 
managed to make three outs, without 
putting the bat on the ball. The Vikes 
lost 3-2.
Eager to avenge their loss in game 
one, the Vikes bounced back with an 
eight run, eight hit attack in game two. 
Shortstop Bart Ott was the star, as he 
had four hits, including a home run. Cat­
cher Dave Pfeiffer added two hits, in­
cluding a clutch two-run single in the
sixth inning, then Ripon had crept 
w ith in  one run at 6-5. Jon  
VandenHeuvel pitched four innings to 
gain the win in game two. 
VandenHeuvel scattered four hits, while 
striking out five batters, and walking 
five. Kraig Krueger earned a save as he 
came in in relief and allowed no runs 
over the final three innings. Thus, with 
their 8-5 victory in the second game, the 
Vikes earned a split with Coach Specs 
and the Ripon Redmen.
This past Saturday the Viking 
diamondmen piled on their chartered 
Have Group Will Travel bus and headed 
for the “Windy City” to play a Con­
ference double-header with the Universi­
ty of Chicago. Chicago earned its name 
that day as gale force winds blew off the 
lake, resu lting  in wind ch ill 
temperatures in the 30’s.
In the first game the Vikes offense ex­
ploded for twelve runs and eleven hits. 
Once again, Bart Ott had the hot bat, 
knocking in four runs in five at bats'. 
O tt’s bow-legged teammate, John 
Huber, came through with three RB I’s. 
Sean Stokes bated in three runs. Being 
the dedicated player that Stokes is, he 
asked Lawrence baseball Coach, Jeff 
School, what he was doing wrong when 
he struck out twice in the first game. 
Coach School responded in a manner 
reminiscent of former coach Rich 
Agness, "Well geez Sean, I guess you’re 
just not making contact enough.” Lefty 
Jon VandeAHeuvel picked up the win by 
allowing nine hits and walking two bat­
ters in going the distance. When the 
marathon first game ended, the Vikes 
had achieved a 12-7 victory.
The Viking hitting attack continued in 
game two as they pounded out nine hits. 
Terry Coenen had three hits, while Dan 
Busiel and Chris Markoff had two hits 
each.
The Vikings travel to Carleton this 
weekend for a doubleheader and then 
return to the friendly confines of 
Whiting Field next Tuesday for an im­
portant doubleheader with St. Norbert.
Sports
Same old track story — non
I PC Connection, Luke Mew Nett scored 
back-to-back goals in the waning 
minutes of the game, and came home to 
celebrate with the new DG entrant. The 
sieve-like Beloit goalie failed to shut out 
the veterans entirely. The Skin-man 
fired three passed him for his first hat- 
trick. Chris Matheus, with robot-like 
consistency, tallied two more goals.
But let us not forget the defense. 
Goalie Hargrave Garrison blamed the 
defeat in game one on the beavers; he 
returns for his sixth season with the Vik­
ings. In Game Two he gave up a quick 
goal. Then Artie Talk von Palzseck took 
over to shut out the Beloit team. The 
physical defense provided by Lawrence, 
kept the score of both games low. Retur­
ning players Otis and John Heilshorn 
showed newcomers John " I felt the im­
pact” Stapleton and Jeff Gilbert the 
ropes and the two caught on quick. More
on this week’s game next week. Don’t 
forget HOME Game this Saturday at 
2:00 against Ripon. Be there. (Free 
Beer!)
-OTIS & ME
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Snap Oop
M ISS IN G ! Artistic Boston fern and 
begonia from the Art Center Gallery, are 
they posing in someone's sunny window? 
Please return these gifts to the Art Center 
Gallery or Office. No questions asked.
PAWEEN, SEUW, WAUWIE-Thought 
you were sneaky but I figured it out! Thanks 
much for the Fuji Mum!!! I wuv it. Anne
HEY KATHY!! Have you got a hamburger 
for that shake? hee hee As you know it is all 
done in fun!! L. & A.
LISA-WHAT??
To the person who stole my umbrella from 
the Union: Waay to go, you must be terribly 
pleased with yourself. I hope the fabric blows 
off its ribs in the rain on one of those mor­
nings when you’re walking your mother 
home from the pound. Dave King
BUFFY, MUFFY, SUSIE, SKIP and BIFF: 
Big Brother and Sister love to you in fold. Have a 
big blast at the G&T mindfuck this weekend. 
Put your mind on holiday and get tanned.
Elections for the Babcock Award will be 
Monday May 2. The Babcock Award is given 
to the most outstanding member of the 
faculty or administration. Nominations were 
taken during the LUCC elections last Mon­
day. Polling will take place in Colman Hall 
from 12-12:45 p.m. and in Downer from 4-6 
p.m.
College students interested in working in 
summer jobs in their chosen professional 
fields should apply now for the thousands of 
corporate and governmental internships and 
work-study opportunities available.
According to The Scholarship Bank, most 
internships are sponsored by major cor­
porations and pay in the range of two to three 
thousands for the summer. Many will pay 
students’ relocation expenses. These inter­
nships are good sources of training and may 
lead to permanent employment as well as in­
valuable contacts in the student’s chosen 
field. In addition, internees can qualify for 
scholarships and other financial aid from 
many of these employers.
Many deadlines are near for these 
programs. Students interested in receiving 
more information about these internships 
and scholarships should send a business size 
stamped self-addressed envelope to The 
Scholarship Bank, 10100 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Suite 750, Los Angeles, CA. 90067.
Quote of the Week 
“ Congratulations. You've just 
arrested the editor of the Law- 
rentian.”
— an innocent bystander
Climb Mt. Ranier
Open to all interested adults regardless of backpack or mountaineering experience, this 
climb presents the opportunity of a lifetime. You do NOT have to be a climber to par­
ticipate. All you need is a moderate level of fitness and a desire to do something truly 
unique this summer.'
The climb will be led by Lou Whittaker, leader of the China/Mt. Everest climb and the 
successful American ascent of K2 in the Himalayas. The guides are from the Ranier Moun- 
tainnering Inc. service and are the only guide service permitted to operate on Mt. Ranier 
by the National Park Service.
Date:
Cost:
Includes:
Itinerary:
Interested:
June 27 thru July 1,1983 
$260/person
All meals, guide services and group equipment 
You will spend three days in Camp Muir at the base of Mt. Ranier 
learning the techniques of snow and glacier travel, rope handling, 
ice axe belay, crevasse rescue and cramponing. The final two days 
will be spent in the actual summit climb.
Contact:
Bob Manwell ASAP for details
Daytime-JANUS 731-2251 Evenings - 743-9372
No Real Truth!
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Lacrosse article
Get ready all you beer-guzzling LU 
Lacrosse fans, the men's LaX season 
has begun. After two bus rides to Ripon 
College, one game in the snow and 
another in a mudbowl, the men’s 
lacrosse team emerged with a .500 
won/loss record. On Saturday, April 16, 
the men s team lost a heartbreaker to a 
hard hitting Ripon team 8-7. Consider­
ing the loss of numerous LaX veterans 
and the lack of practice, the men's club 
faired very well. Friday nights parties 
took their toll on the Vikes in the second 
half. With the halftime score tied at six, 
the Vikings soon were down by two 
goals. Numerous penalties in the final 
minutes including an illegal stick call
against criminal Casey Sloan, failed to 
deter the Vikings who put in a short­
hand goal with 30 seconds left in the 
game. But it proved too little too late. 
First game goal came from a host of 
returning veterans, Tom Skinner and 
Chris Matheus each with two. Rocket 
Rod Jameson, Lawrence Clark, and 
Chris Coogan each added one goal.
Game two on Sunday against Beloit 
saw the veterans take a backseat to 
lacrosse newcomers in a 9-1 effort. 
Freshman Sloan after having the 
criminal stick, checked twice more, 
retaliated by scoring his first goal. The 
team’s other Casey made it out of bed on 
Sunday to pour in his first goal of the 
season in his first game. Then came the
Baseball article
by Bob Uecker
Last week Wednesday the Lawrence 
baseball team took on arch-rival Ripon 
in the conference opener for both teams. 
The Vikes managed a split in the two 
games, suffering a heart-breaking 3-2 
loss in the first game and bouncing back 
to win the second game 8-5.
Missed scoring opportunities and one 
inning pitching breakdown accounted 
for the Vikings first game loss. Clark 
Stalker pitched a complete game, 
yielding four hits, striking out four 
Redmen batters, and shutting out Ripon 
for six of the seven innings. Stalker, 
however lost his control in the second in­
ning and gave up three walks and an in­
field single. By the end of the inning 
three Redmen had crossed home plate. 
Offensively, Lawrence ripped Ripon pit­
ching for two hits in the game.
Even with this meager hitting attack, 
the Vikes still had numerous scoring op­
portunities, which they failed to 
capitalize on. Without a doubt the Vik­
ing’s best scoring opportunity occured 
in the last inning. With bases loaded, no 
outs, and losing 3-2, the Vikes attemp­
ted a suicide-squeeze bunt to tie the 
game. The batter, Beau Shaffer, missed 
the bunt, and runner Jeff DeMuesr was 
tagged out as he tried to score from 
third. To make matters worse for the 
Vikings the Ripon catcher then threw 
the ball to third base, where Paul Carter 
was an easy out as he tried to advance 
from second base on the same play. 
Schaefer struck out on the next pitch to 
end the game. The Vikings and their 
loyal fans stood in dismay at the tragic 
turn of events. Yes, just when it looked 
like victory was at hand, Lawrence 
managed to make three outs, without 
putting the bat on the ball. The Vikes 
lost 3-2.
Eager to avenge their loss in game 
one, the Vikes bounced back with an 
eight run, eight hit attack in game two. 
Shortstop Bart Ott was the star, as he 
had four hits, including a home run. Cat­
cher Dave Pfeiffer added two hits, in­
cluding a clutch two-run single in the
sixth inning, then Ripon had crept 
w ith in  one run at 6-5. Jon 
VandenHeuvel pitched four innings to 
gain the win in game two. 
VandenHeuvel scattered four hits, while 
striking out five batters, and walking 
five. Kraig Krueger earned a save as he 
came in in relief and allowed no runs 
over the final three innings. Thus, with 
their 8-5 victory in the second game, the 
Vikes earned a split with Coach Specs 
and the Ripon Redmen.
This past Saturday the Viking 
diamondmen piled on their chartered 
Have Group Will Travel bus and headed 
for the “Windy City” to play a Con­
ference double-header with the Universi­
ty of Chicago. Chicago earned its name 
that day as gale force winds blew off the 
lake, resu lting  in wind chill 
temperatures in the 30’s.
In the first game the Vikes offense ex­
ploded for twelve runs and eleven hits. 
Once again, Bart Ott had the hot bat, 
knocking in four runs in five at bats*. 
O tt’s bow-legged teammate, John 
Huber, came through with three RB I’s. 
Sean Stokes bated in three runs. Being 
the dedicated player that Stokes is, he 
asked Lawrence baseball Coach, Jeff 
School, what he was doing wrong when 
he struck out twice in the first game. 
Coach School responded in a manner 
reminiscent of former coach Rich 
Agness, “Well geez Sean, I guess you’re 
just not making contact enough.” Lefty 
Jon VandeAHeuvel picked up the win by 
allowing nine hits and walking two bat­
ters in going the distance. When the 
marathon first game ended, the Vikes 
had achieved a 12-7 victory.
The Viking hitting attack continued in 
game two as they pounded out nine hits. 
Terry Coenen had three hits, while Dan 
Busiel and Chris Markoff had two hits 
each.
The Vikings travel to Carleton this 
weekend for a doubleheader and then 
return to the friendly confines of 
Whiting Field next Tuesday for an im­
portant doubleheader with St. Norbert.
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IPC Connection, Luke Mew Nett scored 
back-to-back goals in the waning 
minutes of the game, and came home to 
celebrate with the new DG entrant. The 
sieve-like Beloit goalie failed to shut out 
the veterans entirely. The Skin-man 
fired three passed him for his first hat- 
trick. Chris Matheus, with robot-like 
consistency, tallied two more goals.
But let us not forget the defense. 
Goalie Hargrave Garrison blamed the 
defeat in game one on the beavers; he 
returns for his sixth season with the Vik­
ings. In Game Two he gave up a quick 
goal. Then Artie Talk von Palzseck took 
over to shut out the Beloit team. The 
physical defense provided by Lawrence, 
kept the score of both games low. Retur­
ning players Otis and John Heilshorn 
showed newcomers John “ I felt the im­
pact” Stapleton and Jeff Gilbert the 
ropes and the two caught on quick. More
on this week’s game next week. Don’t 
forget HOME Game this Saturday at 
2:00 against Ripon. Be there. (Free 
Beer!)
-OTIS & ME
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.YOU W ILL FIND A SURPRISE IN YOUR MAILBOX.
•1#
NOW OPEN
Appleton's Newest Card Shop
CARDS TO 
BOOT
Located in Boot Hill 
203 W. College A ve., Appleton
UNSURPASSED SELECTION:
•Hartland 
•Carolyn Bean 
Expressagrams 
•Beatle Graphics 
•Victorian Visions 
•Ropata
•Windmere Press 
•Oatmeal Studios 
•Michel
* Plus Many
•Recycled Paper 
Products 
•Northern Exposure 
•Avanti 
•Palm Press 
•Anonymously Yours 
•Paper Moon 
•Greeting Seeds 
•Flaria
Postcards
•Chroma Line 
•Leanin Tree 
•Rainbow World 
•Kersten Brothers 
•Maine Line 
•Arts of Earth 
•Silver Visions 
•Rockshots 
•TNT
•Sincerely Novelty
